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Abstract
The research presented in this thesis demonstrated that with a multistatic radar in a 2D
plane using the TDOA and FDOA multilateration technique along with the Kalman
Filter, to hybrid-geolocate and track a moving stealth target with only two receivers.
Hybrid-geolocate and tracking is where the initial location and velocity of the target are
unknown. This is an important problem to address because when monitoring boarders
between countries, prior knowledge of an incoming target stealth threat is unavailable.
Using the Modified Hough Transform, initial and consecutive target locations can be
found. Using the dual stage method, reduces the number of receivers required down to
two while keeping track of target geolocations. GDOP was used to test boundaries of
optimal operation of this radar setup whereas RMSE was used to validate results. This
research has shown that in fact hybrid-geolocation and tracking is possible given the dual
stage method.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
This section will cover the thesis objective along with the definition of radar in the
context of monostatic and multistatic radar.

1.1 Description of Thesis Objective
The most common radar used today cannot detect stealth or any other aircraft without
them being detected. This is because conventional radars are monostatic, meaning they
have the transmitter and receiver co-located in the same place. With stealth aircraft
designed to diffract signals in other directions beside the point of origin, the probability
of detection by this radar setup is reduced [2]. Furthermore, this allows the enemy to
geo-locate the monostatic radar. The solution to this problem is to use bistatic or
multistatic radar whereby the multilateration technique such as Time Difference of
Arrival (TDOA) and Frequency Difference of Arrival (FDOA) measurements are
obtained to help in geolocating a target while remaining invisible.

The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate that with a multistatic radar in a 2D plane
using the TDOA and FDOA multilateration technique along with the Kalman Filter (KF),
to hybrid geolocate and track a moving stealth target with only two receivers. Hybrid
geolocation and tracking is where initial location and velocity of the target are unknown.

1.2 Target Geolocation/Tracking
In order to get a better perspective on the thesis objective, the description of
terminologies below will help in clarifying differences and similarities between
1

localization, geolocation, tracking and a hybrid of the former two types. Table 1.1 below
summarizes the results of the terminologies.
Table 1-1 : Terminologies of target location (Note: * Target assumed to have constant
velocity)
Type

Initial Target

Target

Target

Receiver

Location

Velocity

Mobility

Mobility

Localization

unknown

zero

stationary

stationary

Geolocation

unknown

zero

stationary

stationary OR
mobile

Target Tracking

known

known

mobile *

stationary OR
mobile

Hybrid Geolocation and

unknown

unknown

Tracking

mobile *

stationary OR
mobile

Target localization is where the target and the radar receivers used to locate the position
of the target are all stationary. Prior knowledge of the target location is unknown.
Doppler measurements can’t be used here as there is no motion of receiving sensor(s)
or/and the target.

Target geolocation is defined as locating the target position with the receiving sensor(s)
having motion while the target is strictly stationary. There is no prior knowledge of the
target location. However, in this scenario Doppler measurements can be used to locate
the target as the receivers are in motion with known velocity.

2

The next terminology involves prior knowledge of the target location and current target
velocity to track the target location while having the capability to use Doppler
measurements as the target and sensor velocity are known. Also target trajectory needs
to follow a predictable path such that the transition matrix can model this accurately.
Transition matrix will be explained in Chapter 4.

The final target location type is the hybrid between geolocation and tracking where the
target’s initial location and current velocity are unknown. The receivers can be stationary
or mobile as their relative velocity can be determined once the target velocity is measured
by taking consecutive location measurements of the target. Using the dual stage method,
the hybrid geolocation and tracking will be the focus of my thesis.

1.3 Monostatic Radar
Monostatic radar is the traditional radar most commonly used in military and civilian
applications. The definition of Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) is mutual with
the monostatic setup. It is an electronic system whereby a radiofrequency (RF)
electromagnetic (EM) wave is sent out by an antenna to locate the presence of a target, its
distance, direction and speed [8].

Where the receiver and transmitter are co-located in the nearly same area, they are known
as quasi-monostatic radar. As seen by the target’s frame of reference relative to the
transmitter and receiver, the maximum bistatic angle of 20 degrees is measured between
the target-transmitter and target-receiver vectors.
3

Figure 1-1 demonstrates an example of a monostatic radar setup where the receiver and
transmitter are within a bistatic angle of 20 degrees or less. For most pulsed monostatic
radars today, the bistatic angle is zero degrees because the same antenna is used as a
transceiver meaning it sends out and receives signals using the same antenna. I will make
reference to monostatic radar with a bistatic angle of zero degrees.

Figure 1-1 : Diagram represents monostatic radar setup with bistatic angle > 0 and < 20
degrees

The monostatic radar functions by transmitting a pulsed EM wave in the direction of a
target and receiving a portion of the reflected EM wave or signal. Signal reflections
happen off a target due to EM waves inducing currents on the target. These induced

4

currents in turn reradiate back EM waves, some of which are within the bistatic angle of
20 degrees.

The range R of a target is determined by the round trip time ∆𝑡 = 𝑡2 − 𝑡1 it takes for the
transmitted EM signal at time t1 to propagate to the target and reach back to the receiver
at time t2 in the speed of light c. In this case, the range or distance to the target from the
radar will be half the round trip distance. This can be seen in Figure 1-2 where the round
trip time is twice the distance from the radar to the target.

Figure 1-2 : Transmit pulse and received signal Rx

The range R from the radar to the target can be measured as shown by equation 1.1 below
where c is the speed of light at which EM waves travel and ∆t is the round trip time [5].
𝑅=

𝑐∆𝑡
2

(1.1)

The target direction is obtained by noting the azimuth and elevation angles at which the
radar received an echo from a given target using a directional antenna. The azimuth
angle is the rotational angle about the vertical axis whereas the elevation angle is the
rotational angle about the horizontal axis relative to a flat surface. This is demonstrated in
5

Figure 1-3 where the azimuth angle is around the z-axis and the elevation angle is around
the x-y plane.

Figure 1-3 : Azimuth and Elevation of target as seen by monostatic radar at (0,0,0) [11]

The speed of a moving target creates a Doppler effect or a frequency shift also known as
a beat frequency 𝑓𝑚 on the reflected signal frequency 𝑓𝑟 relative to the incident signal
frequency 𝑓𝑡 . The frequency shifts detected by the receiver can be identified, if the target
is moving away from or approaching the radar; these frequency shifts can also detect the
velocity of the target and discriminate between moving targets with beat frequency and
stationary targets with zero beat frequency. The beat frequency is approximated by the
equation 1.2 where the speed of light is much greater than the target velocity v.
6

𝑓𝑚 ≈ 2𝑣

𝑓𝑡

(1.2)

𝑐

The Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI) limits the maximum range that a radar can detect a
target before the results are ambiguous, hence it defines the maximum unambiguous
range. The PRI is the interval between two consecutive pulses and the rate at which these
pulses are sent out from the radar is the Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) which is the
inverse of the PRI. The unambiguous range is limited by the PRI because in order for the
radar to distinguish between echo returns, it needs to know which transmitted pulse it
belongs to. So, for example, if an echo is received shortly after sending out a second
pulse, the radar would need to determine if the signal belongs to returns from the second
or first pulse sent out. This would result in two completely different range calculations
using equation 1.1 above. The unambiguous range is identified by equation 1.3 below as
a function of PRF.
𝑐

𝑅𝑈𝑁𝐴𝑀𝐵𝐼𝐺 = 2∗𝑃𝑅𝐹

(1.3)

The maximum range of a monostatic or conventional radar is determined by the
minimum power the receiver can detect and is given by the equation 1.4 which can
resolve both ambiguous and unambiguous targets given further processing.
𝑃 𝐺 𝐺 𝜎𝜆2

𝑡 𝑡 𝑟
4
𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥
= (4𝜋)
2𝑃

𝑟−𝑚𝑖𝑛

(1.4)

where the peak power transmitted is 𝑃𝑡 , the transmit and receive gains respectively are 𝐺𝑡
and 𝐺𝑟 ; the target cross-section is 𝜎, signal wavelength is 𝜆 and the minimum received
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4
power 𝑃𝑟−𝑚𝑖𝑛 . Hence, the maximum range 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥
is limited by the minimum received

power.

The Radar Cross Section (RCS) 𝜎 plays a key role in determining how much power will
be reflected back to the receiver. When a target has certain stealth capabilities like
having a reduced RCS as seen by a monostatic radar, the target appears invisible. This is
due to either shape or the radar absorption material used. Shaping deflects signals in
directions other than the source and absorption transfers the EM wave to heat [6]. The
latter will make the plane prone to heat seeking devices thus focus will be on detecting a
stealth target with scattering surface. The RCS of a stealth fighter can be seen in Figure
1-4 with better stealth signatures at higher frequencies; for example, the X-band radar
signature shows highest RCS at about 90 degrees relative to the nose. This means that
any incident signal’s reflection is seen stronger at 90 degrees due to a larger RCS value.

8

Figure 1-4 : Stealth aircraft radar signature with green indicating very low RCS, yellow
low RCS and red indicates reduced RCS [6]

9

1.4 Bistatic and Multistatic Radar
Put in simple terms, a bistatic radar is where a transmitter and receiver are not co-located
in the same area but separated by a distance comparable to an expected target location.
The subtended angle between the transmitter target and receiver, also known as a bistatic
angle, is typically greater than 20 degrees. Any angle between 145 degrees to 180
degrees is known as forward/fence geometry, which was amongst the first bistatic radar
applications. Multistatic radar, on the other hand, involves two or more receivers
distributed with one transmitter(s) or vice-versa across a plane of surveillance. [5]

Bistatic radars can use uniquely designed dedicated transmitters for bistatic operations.
They can also be operated with transmitters of opportunity, essentially designed for other
uses, but still appropriate for bistatic operations. The term ‘hitchhicker’ is used to
identify the bistatic radar if the transmitter of opportunity comes from a monostatic radar.
The transmitter of opportunity may be from non-radar sources like a communications link
or a broadcast station. In this case, the bistatic radar can also be identified as passive
radar, parasitic radar, piggyback radar and passive coherent location. In this thesis I will
be referring to bistatic radar that is passive as Passive Bistatic Radar (PBR). In military
cases, transmitters of opportunity can be either ‘cooperative’ or ‘noncooperative’, with
the former designating a friendly transmitter and the latter a hostile one [2].

Target location measurements by the PBR can be significantly improved by abandoning
coarse angular measurements in favor of implementing range and/or Doppler
multilateration techniques. Then a target's iso-range contours from each transmitter10

receiver pair can be combined to produce intersecting contours, which locate the target.
Alternatively, iso-Doppler contours can be used whenever initial conditions can be
satisfied. They can also be integrated with iso-range contours in an attempt to improve
location accuracy. This target location is then processed by a tracking algorithm, for
example, an alpha-beta tracker or Kalman filter, to generate target state estimates, just as
in a traditional monostatic radar [5].

A bistatic radar setup can be seen in Figure 1-5 where the bistatic angle is greater than 20
degrees. By expanding on this figure to represent a multistatic radar by having at least a
second receiver or transmitter located anywhere besides the current one. Information
gathered from all receivers in either a bistatic or multistatic setup is sent to a central
processing unit to compute target location.

Figure 1-5 : Diagram represents bistatic radar setup with bistatic angle < 20 degrees
[20]
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The various types of radars – monostatic and bistatic, or multistatic – are classified in
Figure 1-6. Moreover, while a cooperative transmitter is controlled by the user, the noncooperative one, like a hitchhiker, is from a radio source with the transmitter signal
originating from a broadcast, communications or radio navigation signal. There are
clearly some benefits of Passive Bistatic Radar (PBR). Firstly, not unlike other bistatic
radars, the receiver is passive with the potential of making it undetectable – essentially
making it immune to any anti-radiation missile attack. With the adversary not being
aware of the receiver’s location, any jamming done would have to be non-directional,
resulting in the dilution of its effectiveness. Also, with transmitters of opportunity
located anywhere within the surveillance region, the adversary does not know you are
watching. A counter-stealth benefit may be offered by a bistatic radar system: in bistatic
geometries, to the reduced monostatic Radar Cross Section (RCS) of a target, the target
shaping may be less effective. Another advantage of bistatic radars could also be the
ability to exploit the significant enhancement of a target RCS, occurring in forward
scatter. VHF or UHF frequencies, not usually available for radar use, will often be used
by PBR systems [8]. Here, RCS reduction techniques may prove less effective than at
microwave frequencies. This is because both radar wave length and target dimensions
will often be of a similar order. Many high power illumination possibilities exist; the
increasing congestion of the electromagnetic spectrum poses a real problem for virtually
all radar systems, but is in fact a benefit for PRB. Lastly, receiver system tend to be
inexpensive and rather simple with the transmitter not requiring any license.

12

Figure 1-6 : Radar classification between monostatic and bistatic [8]

1.5 Multistatic Radar Model Equations
Target detection is performed bistatically: each transmit-receive pair makes independent
detections inside a surveillance region, which is common to all such pairs. In target
location, typical measurements are made of the baseline and simultaneous range-sum
from multiple transmitter-receiver pairs. These are plotted as ellipses with a transmitterreceiver pair at each ellipse foci. The target is located by the intersection of these
ellipses, or constant range-sum contours; this resembles multilateration for this reason:
the target is located by only using range measurements [5].

13

Multistatic radars often employ expressions, concepts and data specifically developed for
bistatic radars; such terms include target Doppler, surface clutter, and target radar cross
section. The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to bistatic radar, developing
multistatic exceptions when required [5].

Figure 1-7 identifies basic bistatic geometry. The baseline L separates the transmitter and
receiver. The bistatic angle, β is the angle which is subtended at the target by the
transmitter and receiver. The aspect angle, δ represents the angle from the target velocity
vector V to the bisect of the bistatic angle. The bistatic receiver may measure one of
three essential parameters: (a) the difference in range (RT+RR – L) between the direct

14

signal and the transmitter–target–receiver path, (b) the angle of arrival θR of the received
echo, and (c) the Doppler shift fb of the received echo. [8]

Figure 1-7 : Geometry for bistatic radar setup [8]

An ellipse can be defined by contours of constant bistatic range sum (RT+RR) with the
transmitter and receiver at the two foci; this is seen in Figure 1-8. The range sum
(RT+RR)=0.5*cτ can be extracted from the observable quantity (RT+RR– L) once L is
known.

15

Figure 1-8 : Constant range sum ellipse with bistatic geometry [7]

Using equation 1.5, the range of the target from the receiver may be gotten if θR is
measured. [8]
(𝑅𝑇 +𝑅𝑅 )2 − 𝐿2

𝑅𝑅 = 2(𝑅

𝑇 +𝑅𝑅 +𝐿 sin 𝜃𝑅 )

(1.5)

The Doppler shift on the echo is generally obtainable from the rate of change of the
transmitter–target–receiver path when transmitter, target and receiver are all moving at
different rates. When both transmitter and receiver are immobile, the Doppler shift fb on
the received echo is given by equation 1.6 where β is the bistatic angle, v is the target
velocity, ft is the incident frequency on the target and δ is the angle of velocity with
respect to the bisector of the bistatic angle, also known as aspect angle [8].
𝑓𝑏 =

2𝑣𝑓𝑡
𝑐

cos 𝛿 cos(𝛽/2)

(1.6)
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When β = 0°, fb reduces to the monostatic case. But this is for a monostatic radar, which
is located on the bistatic bisector with contours that are hyperbolas. The bistatic
Doppler’s magnitude can never be greater than that of this monostatic Doppler fm as per
equation 1.2. When β = 180°, f b = 0 for any δ, which is the forward-scatter case. The
bistatic Doppler is zero when δ = ± 90°. Because these velocity vectors are also tangent
to a range-sum ellipse at this point, all such ellipses (including the baseline) become
contours of zero target Dopplers. The bistatic Doppler is a maximum when δ = 0°. All
such hyperbolas become contours of a maximum target Doppler as this velocity vector is
also tangent to a hyperbola orthogonal to the range-sum ellipse at this point [5]. The
velocity vector is pointed at the transmitter or receiver when δ = ± β/2°; this sometimes is
shown in the literature as a special case of equation 1.6.

The bistatic max range equation is similar to that of a monostatic equation except the
range used for power transmitted and received are different. The bistatic cross section
area is some factor of the mono cross section which is dependent on the shape of the
target and the angle of reflection from the target relative to the incidence of the
transmitted radar signal. The bistatic range equation can be represented by equation 1.7.
𝑅𝑡2 𝑅𝑟2 =

𝑃𝑡 𝐺𝑡 𝐺𝑟 𝜎𝑏𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝜆2
(4𝜋)3 𝑃𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛

(1.7)

where the peak power transmitted is 𝑃𝑡 , the transmit and receive gains respectively are 𝐺𝑡
and 𝐺𝑟 ; the bistatic target cross-section is σbistatic, signal wavelength is 𝜆, range from
transmitter to target Rt, range from target to receiver Rr and the minimum received power
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𝑃𝑟 . Hence, the maximum range (RtRr)max is limited by the power received and the bistatic
radar cross section.

The RCS, σ, in monostatic radar is a measure of the energy scattered from the target in
the direction of the receiver as is the case with bistatic radar cross section of a target, σb.
Because σb is a function of the aspect angle and bistatic angle, bistatic cross sections are
inherently more complex than monostatic ones. Pseudomonostatic, bistatic, and forwardscatter (occasionally referred to as near-forward-scatter) are three areas of interest of
bistatic RCS. The bistatic angle defines each region, whose extent is essentially
determined by the target’s physical characteristics. [7]

1.6 Comparison between Monostatic and Multistatic Radar
Because stealth aircraft have conventionally been optimized essentially for the
monostatic type of radar, as a possible counter-stealth proposal, using the multistatic
approach has been suggested. It may be useful to reiterate that shaping – the basic stealth
principle – is used to reflect the radar energy to irrelevant directions, not back to the
emitting radar. The multistatic radar approach involves employing one or more receiver
antennae positioned in such a way as to receive the scattered echo. [6]

Radar systems like these offer increased survivability; this is because the receivers are
redundant and their operation passive. By the elimination of one receiver, the system
may still operate despite degraded performance. [6]
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A multistatic radar can be used to improve resolution and parameter estimation, which is
commonly poor in the cross-range dimension for monostatic radars. A multistatic radar
can increase surveillance coverage by spreading the radar geometry. [1]

A monostatic radar requires directional antennas that rotate on a platform to locate targets
as compared to a multistatic radar that uses geometric lines of position gathered from
stationary non-directional antennas.

A multilateration process often involves locating an object by precisely computing the
Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA). The accurate determination of a 2D target position
requires a minimum of two separate TDOA measurements. While multilateration is
frequently used in secondary surveillance radar, there is a real added difficulty with
multistatic radar: targets are inherently non-cooperative. For example, in a multi-target
scenario, received signals do not always reveal from which target they originated.
Because of this missing information, there is a much greater risk for ambiguity when
dealing with multiple targets. Figure 1-9 offers an example of this with the appearance of
‘ghost targets’. Despite not being a real multistatic problem, the problem of multipath, or
jamming through the retransmission of received signals, is similar to that of ‘ghost
targets’. The most obvious solution to such problems is the provision of more
information, which can come from tracking over time, using Doppler information or by
using further transmitter-receiver pairs. [1]
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Figure 1-9 : Ghost target due to multiple targets under surveillance [2]

1.7 ISR (Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance)
“Intelligence is the product of processed information concerning hostile or potentially
hostile forces. Surveillance is the systematic observation by technical sensors or human
beings. This implies continuous 24 hours a day/7 days a week surveillance of areas or
forces of interest. Reconnaissance is the directed mission(s) to obtain specific
information. ISR is the capability that integrates command direction, sensors, and
processed information and intelligence with timely dissemination in order to provide
decision makers with effective ‘Situational Awareness’ [10].”
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Early warning radar systems are a good example of an ISR asset. Early
detection/warning provided the impetus for radar development. One of the very earliest
of such a system was the British Chain Home radar; by using a bistatic forward scatter
setup, it was of immense importance in the success of the Battle of Britain during the
Second World War. Interest in early warning radar systems has continued into the
twenty-first century with many voices recognizing their vital importance to national
defense. Such early warning radar systems work in tandem with command-and-control
networks and also offer handoff to tracking and engagement radar [8].

A multistatic radar is used to detect stealth aircraft by the multilateration technique; this
radar system will serve as an ISR asset for the military providing directional information
of the target’s whereabouts.

1.8 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 begins with a discussion of multilateration techniques such as Time Difference
of Arrival (TDOA) and Frequency Difference of Arrival (FDOA) in light of the
multistatic radar setup that will be used throughout this research. Chapter 3 will review
the non-linear data fusion technique to solve non-linear simultaneous equations to
geolocate target positions. In Chapter 4, a filtering technique using a prediction
algorithm, namely Kalman Filtering (KF), will be covered in detail with an application in
the multilateration technique. Chapter 5 will present all the simulation permutation results
and comparisons while demonstrating the dual stage method of gathering additional data.
Finally, Chapter 6 will discuss the simulation results and conclude with recommendations
on how to improve the given research.
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Chapter 2 Multilateration Technique for Geolocation in 2D
In this section, after a definition of the multilateration technique, the TDOA and FDOA
equations will be derived along with how to extract this information from a multistatic
radar setup. The geometry of an antenna setup relative to target location will be
highlighted as well.

2.1 What is Multilateration Technique
Passive bistatic radars (PBRs), comprise subset of bistatic radars. For their source of
radiation, they exploit non-radar transmitters of opportunity. PBRs are designed for air
surveillance used in civil and military applications. If more than one transmitter is used
simultaneously, the resultant configuration is a multistatic one. In this instance,
measurements generated from transmit-receive pairs having overlapping coverage can be
integrated for locating a target, usually by mulitlateration, by determining for example,
the intersection of iso-range contours, which are generated by each pair. One transmitter,
employing multiple receivers, is also a multistatic radar, which can be used for
multilateration. [2]

Multilateration is the term used to denote hyberbolic lines of position based on Time
Difference of Arrival (TDOA) measurements and/or elliptical lines of position based on
Frequency Difference of Arrival (FDOA) measurements in computing the range of a
target using multistatic radar. [2]
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In fact, multilateration systems possess two characteristics unique in the radar world: (a)
these range-independent, Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) driven location
estimates, and (b) ghosts, or false targets that inevitably appear in a multitarget
environment that can be observed in Figure 1-9 [2]. The effects of GDOP will be
detailed in following chapter.

2.2 Assumptions and Limitations
For simplicity, we will limit all sensors/receivers and the target to one plane turning the
experiment to a 2D space. The target is modeled as an emitter source assuming a
transmitter has sent out a beam towards the target and we are now only observing the
reflections off the moving target. Scattered multiple receivers pick up the signals to be
processed at a Central Station (CS). To mitigate the effect of multipath hence ghost
target, we will assume the radars are in the Line Of Sight (LOS) and above ground, away
from the effect of multipath where the signal can bounce from nearby objects on the
ground. Hence the receivers can be placed on an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) with
known location and velocity. To further simplify the experiment we will assume the
receivers are stationary such that the UAV is hovering in a spot with a known location
using Global Positioning System (GPS) or shared global clock such as Network Time
Protocol (NTP). The velocity of the aircraft will be assumed to be steady over the
duration of surveillance.

The target state consists of position 𝑠𝑡 and velocity 𝑠𝑡′ denoted by labels in equation 2.1.
𝑠𝑡
(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 )
𝑠𝑡′ = (𝑣𝑡𝑥 , 𝑣𝑡𝑦 )

(2.1)
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The sensor states consist of position data only as velocity is set to zero for all receiver
sensors. The position data is represented by labels in the equation 2.2 with subscript i
indicating the i’th sensor location.
𝑠𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) , i=1,2,3….

(2.2)

The distance between each receiver i=1,2,3… and target pair is indicated by equation 2.3.
||𝑟𝑖 || = ||𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑡 || = √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑡 )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑡 )2 , i=1,2,3…

(2.3)

The difference in position from a receiver to a target is represented by vector ri. Taking
the magnitude of this vectors resulted in the distance. The notations in equation 2.1 and
2.2 along with the distance from target to the i’th receiver in equation 2.3 will be used to
derive the equations for the following sections.

2.3 Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA)
Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) is a locating technique whereby a target can lie on a
hyperbolic Line of Position (LOP) relative to two sensors. This is done by measuring the
TDOA of the signal from the target to the two respective sensors. The difference in
distance between the first sensor and target to the second sensor and target is proportional
to the TDOA measured between sensors one and two [9]. This is illustrated in equation
2.4 where the difference in distance is proportional to TDOA with c, speed of light being
constant.
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴 =

||𝑟𝑖 ||−||𝑟𝑗 ||
𝑐

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 = 1,2,3 … 𝑗 = 1,2,3 … 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗

(2.4)
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Along a single LOP, the difference in arrival of signal to the respective sensors from any
location on the LOP remains constant, hence resulting in an infinite number of solutions.
To narrow the problem a second LOP can be introduced using a third sensor. Hence the
intersection between the two LOP’s results in a target location in a 2-D (Dimensional)
plane as can be seen in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 : Three receivers with 2 LOP intersecting to indicate target location using
TDOA
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The intersection of these hyperbolic lines brings about the problem of solving the nonlinear TDOA equations from each receiver pair. Because the solution of the TDOA
equations lies on a hyperbolic line, fusing the LOP to locate the target will result in nonlinear measurements. By reducing the time between samples, one can assume linearity of
the measurements. This will be an important assumption when Kalman Filter will be
used to filter the noisy measurements.

2.3.1 Derivation of TDOA
The derivation of the hyperbolic TDOA equation will require a signal source, a target and
at least two receiver sensors. To begin we will derive the TOA to the ith sensor assuming
a total of N. The Time of Arrival (TOA) is the total time it takes for the signal to travel
from the transmitter to the target and finally arriving at the ith receiver. This is
represented by equation 2.5 where ti is the TOA to the ith receiver.
𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡0 +

||𝑟𝑖 ||
𝑐

+ 𝜀𝑖 , i=1,2,3…N

(2.5)

The TOA is composed of t0 indicating the time stamp when the signal was transmitted,
magnitude of vector ri indicating the distance from the target to the ith receiver and εi
indicating the error in time arrival measurement. To determine the TDOA, we need a
second TOA measurement such that we get ti+1 or the ith plus one measurement.
Therefore, by taking the difference between the two TOA, we have equation 2.6
representing TDOA.
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖 =

||𝑟𝑖+1 ||−||𝑟𝑖 ||
𝑐

+ 𝑛𝑖 , i=1,2,3…N-1

(2.6)
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The TDOA equation represents a hyperbolic curve where the difference in distance is
constant and the time is measured by using the speed of light c. The noise ni is the
difference in error between the TOA error εi+1 and εi. The total number of TDOA
measurements is N-1 compared to the total number of receivers N.

2.3.2 Extract TDOA Measurement
There are several important factors to consider before extracting the TDOA. First, the
BW of the incoming signal should be large as the time resolution is inversely
proportional to the signal BW. The signals on both sensors need to be time aligned either
with an atomic clock or GPS. Signals should not be continuous wave but rather pulse
form such that there is a definite start of signal that can be identified, then taking the
difference in TOA will result in the TDOA. The Doppler on the signal should be
removed before extracting the TDOA using autocorrelation. In order to do this one has to
know the frequency at which the signal of opportunity is operating at. Autocorrelation
can be used on continuous wave signals under certain conditions to identify difference in
TOA [13].

It can see from Figure 2-2 that signal 1 is a pulse signal with the frequency 20Hz. It is
200 time units and so the BW would be the inverse of the time unit. If, for example, by
taking the time unit to be a microsecond then the BW would be 5kHz.
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Figure 2-2 : Signal 1 with pulse 200 time units and freq. 20Hz starting at 50 time units

Figure 2-3 shows signal 2 arriving at a separate receiver from a target with the frequency
10Hz. The signal starts at time unit 100. It can immediately seen that the time difference
is 50 time units when comparing signal 1 in Figure 2-2 to signal 2 in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3 : Signal 2 with pulse 200 time units and freq. 10Hz starting at 100 time units

To determine the TDOA the use of cross correlation between signal 1 and signal 2, the
signal k(t) coming from the target to the receivers l1(t) and l2(t) as signals 1 and 2
respectively seen in equation 2.6.
𝑙𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐴𝑖 ∗ 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 )𝑒 −𝑗𝑤𝑖 𝑡 + 𝑛𝑖 (𝑡) , where i=1,2,3…

(2.6)

The ti represents TOA to receiver li with amplitude Ai and frequency wi that is 2*Π*fi
with noise ni that is stationary random process. That means the signal is not correlated
with the noise. Going ahead with the cross correlation the phase shifts due to a difference
in frequency; a distorted result thus is seen in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4 : Cross correlation before filtering signal 1

If the Doppler between signals 1 and 2 are removed, then it will have a better correlation
result. To do this it will need to down convert one of the signals and filter out the higher
frequency components. From section 2.4.2 it can see the frequency difference between
signals 1 and 2 is 10Hz, so down shifting signal 1 by fdown =10Hz using cos(2*Π*fdown*t)
the spectrum is seen in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5 : Frequency spectrum after down converting

Using a Low Pass Filter (LPF) with cut off frequency set at 15Hz, we are able to discard
the 30Hz frequency as seen in Figure 2-5. The LPF has a response that allows lower
frequencies to pass through and blocking higher frequencies past the cut off. This is
illustrated in Figure 2-6 with the normalized frequency 1 being 30Hz, hence the 3dB
point is at approximately 10Hz.
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Figure 2-6 : LPF with cut off freq. 15Hz

From Figure 2-7, it can see that signal 1 has been filtered out by comparing it to Figure 23. There is one more thing to note and that is the delay of approximately 13 time units
due to the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Low Pass Filter (LPF) with N=25 (the number
of taps of the filter). Thus the delay to the output signal is approximately N/2. This has
to be noted into the final TDOA measurement.
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Figure 2-7 : Signal 1 after having it down shifted and filtered with LPF

Now by cross correlating signals 1 and 2 where using equation 2.7, there is no frequency
difference between signals 1 and 2, thus the frequency wi remain the same for both and
represented by w.
𝑙𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐴𝑖 ∗ 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 )𝑒 −𝑗𝑤𝑡 + 𝑛𝑖 (𝑡) , where i=1,2,3…

(2.7)

The cross correlation is represented by taking the expected value of signal l 1 and l2 with
TDOA = ti+1-ti. This is seen in equation 2.8.
𝑅(𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴) = 𝐸[𝑙1 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑙2 (𝑡 − 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴)]

(2.8)

Equation 2.8 can also be represented by an infinite integral as can be seen in equation 2.9.
∞

𝑅(𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴) = ∫−∞ 𝑙1 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑙2 (𝑡 − 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴)𝑑𝑡

(2.9)
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Knowing that computing an infinite observation space is not plausible and so limiting it
to an observation interval of T results in equation 2.10. In my experiment I have the
observation interval of 300 time units as can be seen from Figure 2-7.
1

𝑇

𝑅(𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴) = 2∗𝑇 ∫−𝑇 𝑙1 (𝑡) ∗ 𝑙2 (𝑡 − 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴)𝑑𝑡

(2.10)

The cross correlation between signal 1 after being down converted to match the
frequency of signal 2 gives us Figure 2-8 with a peak at 37.

Figure 2-8 : Cross correlation between signal 1 and 2 with similar frequency

The observation interval spans from -300 to 300 and that the peak occurs at 37. Knowing
the TDOA is not 37 time units but rather 50 time units. Because of the delay of 13 time
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units on signal 1, it has shortened the time difference by 13 units. To compensate, the
delay is added to get an overall TDOA of 50 time units. This is due to FIR filter taps.

2.4 Frequency Difference of Arrival (FDOA)
Frequency Difference of Arrival (FDOA) is a locating technique whereby a target can lie
on an iso-Doppler or elliptical Line of Position (LOP) relative to two sensors. This is
done by measuring the FDOA of the signal from the target to the two respective sensors.
With the velocity of the target and angle of reflection being different to both receivers,
we get different Doppler measurements to each individual receiver. Taking the frequency
of arrival measurement using equation 1.6 we get equation 2.11 with the Doppler
frequency measured at i’th receiver with a total of N.
𝑓𝑏_𝑖 =

2𝑣𝑓𝑡
𝑐

cos 𝛿𝑖 cos(𝛽𝑖 /2) +𝜀𝑖 , i=1,2,3…N

(2.11)

It can be seen that the velocity of the target v and carrier frequency ft remains unchanged
but the aspect angle δi and bistatic angle βi can change depending upon receiver location
relative to the target. The measurement error is represented by εi for each receiver. From
Figure 2-9 we can see that different FDOA give rise to different iso-Doppler LOP with
the target that can lie anywhere along a given LOP. The velocity vector from the target
to each receiver give rise to different frequency measurements.
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Figure 2-9 : Three receivers with 2 LOP intersecting to indicate target location using
FDOA with velocity vector indicated

The LOP due to Rx1 and Rx2 intersect with LOP due to Rx2 and Rx3 at location
(300,200) where the target lies. In Figure 2-9, the dotted LOP indicates an alternative isoDoppler LOP from Rx1 and Rx2 due to the new target position (300,100) with velocity
the vector unchanged.

2.4.1 Derivation of FDOA
To derive the FDOA equation, we need the frequency Doppler at each receiver which we
have already covered represented by equation 2.11. The term with the aspect angle δi and
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bistatic angle βi is essentially the velocity vector from the target to the i`th receiver. In
other words, it is the vector r1 and r2 from the target to each receiver represented in Figure
2-9 for the iso-Doppler LOP with dashed lines. To represent the unit vector from the
target to each receiver, we can compute the vector and divide by the magnitude that is
represented in equation 2.3 ||ri|| and so we get equation 2.12 giving the unit vector ui from
any receiver si to the target location st.
𝑢𝑖 =

𝑟𝑖
||𝑟𝑖 ||

𝑠 −𝑠

= ||𝑠 𝑖− 𝑠 𝑡 || =
𝑖

𝑡

(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑡 )+(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦𝑡 )
√(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑡 )2 +(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦𝑡 )2

, i=1,2,3…N

(2.12)

Thus, now representing the Doppler frequency at each receiver with equation 2.13 where
the target velocity is 𝑠𝑡′ .
𝑓𝑏_𝑖 =

𝑓𝑡 𝑣𝑡𝑥 (𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑡 )+𝑣𝑡𝑦 (𝑦𝑖 −𝑦𝑡 )
𝑐

√(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑡

)2 +(𝑦

𝑖 −𝑦𝑡

)2

+𝜀𝑖 =

𝑓t ∗𝑠𝑡′
𝑐

𝑢i +𝜀𝑖 , i=1,2,3…N

(2.13)

Taking the difference in Doppler between the two receivers we have equation 2.14 with
the FDOA.
𝐹𝐷𝑂𝐴𝑖 = 𝑓𝑏𝑖 +1 − 𝑓𝑏𝑖 =

𝑓t ∗𝑠𝑡′
𝑐

(𝑢i+1 − 𝑢i ) + 𝑛𝑖 , i=1,2,3…N-1

(2.14)

The FDOA equation represents an iso-Doppler curve where the Doppler difference is
constant along the LOP. The noise ni is the difference in error between the Doppler
frequency error εi+1 and εi. The total number of FDOA measurements is N-1 compared to
the total number of receivers N. The carrier frequency ft is assumed to be given as the
source of the signal is known. The target velocity 𝑠𝑡′ is needed to determine the target
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position in 2D. Will discuss how the target velocity is computed using TDOA
measurements and Kalman Filtering (KF) in chapter 5.

2.4.2 Extract FDOA Measurement
There are several important factors to consider before extracting the FDOA. First, the
time integral should be as large as possible to get a sharp tall peak in the frequency
domain hence improving resolution. This means receiving a signal represented by a
single frequency. The signals on both sensors need to be identified so as to correlate
frequencies measured coming from the same source. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with
peak detection or cross correlation can be used to compute the frequency difference. [16]

From Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11, the FFT of signal 1 and signal 2 has peaks occurring
at 20.02Hz and 9.961Hz respectively.
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Figure 2-10 : FFT of signal 1 at 20Hz

It can be seen that the difference in frequency between signal 1 in Figure 2-10 and signal
2 in Figure 2-11 is 10.06Hz, hence the FDOA is 10Hz.
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Figure 2-11 : FFT of signal 2 and 10Hz

The FFT is essentially a representation of all possible sinusoidal waves Ane-jwt with
discrete frequencies wn=2*Π*(n/L). The FFT equation is represented by equation 2.15.
−𝑗2𝛱𝑚(𝑛/𝐿)
𝐹𝑚 = ∑𝐿−1
𝑛=1 𝑓𝑛 𝑒

(2.15)

The FFT represents discrete amplitudes fn for each sinusoid n=1 to L-1 at different
discrete frequencies m.

2.5 Combination of TDOA and FDOA
The combination of TDOA and FDOA generate LOPs that are orthogonal in the presence
of good Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP). With the fusion of TDOA and FDOA
measurements, only two receivers or sensors are needed in locating a target in 2-D. In
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Chapter 3, we will discuss a data fusion technique to solve non-linear TDOA and FDOA
equations to locate the position of the target. Figure 2-12 demonstrates LOP due to
TDOA and FDOA that intersect (x=230, y=200) orthogonally when GDOP is good to
result in more accurate location measurements.

Figure 2-12 : Two receivers with LOP due to TDOA and FDOA

In Chapter 5 we will be using a third receiver to get a second LOP due to TDOA
measurement in order to compute an estimate of target velocity. Then only two receivers
will be sufficient to geolocate the target using FDOA that is velocity dependent and
TDOA.

2.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter covered an explanation of two multilateration techniques, namely TDOA
and FDOA. The the derivation of the TDOA and FDOA equations with methods to
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extract these values from our multistatic radar were covered. The LOP due to each
multilateration technique was presented, and finally demonstrating a combination of both
only requiring two receiver antennas.
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Chapter 3 Non-linear Data Fusion Technique
The modified Hough Transform will be used to solve non-linear TDOA and FDOA
equations and fuse them to geolocate the target position. However, the target position
measured will be noisy. To mitigate this noise, in the next chapter a filtering technique
will help in reducing the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE).

3.1 Hough Transform
The Hough Transform is used in imaging to decipher features such as lines and shapes
within. It does this by clustering and fusing data to generate peaks or weights by a voting
technique that results in line or shape extraction patterns. The use of the Hough
Transform is beyond just image processing and has been used in multi sensor data fusion,
single and multi-target tracking, localizing robot within a map and more. The original
Hough Transform extracted lines only [18]. Then the Generalized Hough Transform was
introduced to detect any object shapes. Finally, the Randomized Hough Transform that is
more of a probabilistic variant of the Hough Transform was introduced where the
properties of shapes are used to reduce computational intensity. For this thesis, I will
focus on the Hough Transform and describe how a variation of it can be used for
geolocation.

The Hough Transform carries out feature extraction by voting in what is called the
Parameter Space (P.S.) that creates local maxima that are accumulated in an array of N
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dimension, where N depends on the feature being extracted. For example, in line
extraction the unknowns are m (gradient) and b (y-intercept) whereas for a circle it is x0
(origin of circle), y0 (origin of circle) and r (radius of circle).

The Hough Transform was patented by founder Paul V.C. Hough in 1962 where he
describes a feature such as a line that can be extracted by taking sample points in the
Feature Space (F.S.) as seen in Figure 3-1, and mapping each sample to lines in the P.S.
as seen in Figure 3-2. [6] The point at which all the lines intersect in the P.S. creates a
peak or higher weight. The location of the peak describes the feature by providing the
gradient and y-intercept. This in return mathematically represents a line in the F.S. that
best fits all samples taken to describe them in the P.S. to begin with. From Figure 3-1,
we have a line with a gradient 2 and y-intercept 1 along with 5 sample points (1,3), (3,7),
(5,11), (7,15) and (9,19). These sample points are represented in the P.S. as individual
lines intersecting at a common point that gives the gradient (1.99) and y-intercept (1.00)
of a line that best represents the 5 sample points taken from the F.S. in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1 : Feature Space with 5 points used as samples for the Parameter Space

Figure 3-2 : Parameter Space (m=1.99, b=1.00) formed by 5 points taken from Feature
Space
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However, a problem can be quickly noted with this approach. If there is a vertical line
with an infinite gradient m, it is hence unbounded. Therefore, the normal form for line
extraction can be done using the polar coordinate using equation 3.1.
𝑟 = 0.5( 𝑥 cos ∅ + 𝑦 sin ∅)

(3.1)

Where r is the distance from the origin to a given point (x,y) from the F.S. and ∅ or theta
is the angle between the x axis and the line connecting from the origin to the point of
interest (x,y). The combination of r and ∅ space is also referred to as the P.S. or Hough
Space. All possible r are computed for any given point (x,y) from the F.S. while
sweeping through theta such that a perpendicular line to r passing through the point of
interest is generated. This in return forms a sinusoidal curve in the P.S. for each sample
in the F.S. as can be seen in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3 : Parameter Space in polar coordinates (∅=2.68, r=0.21) represented by 5
samples

The intersection in the P.S. generates a peak which corresponds to a specific ∅ and r
hence the feature or line can be defined by following equation 3.2.
𝑥

2∗𝑟

𝑦 = − tan ∅ + 𝑠𝑖𝑛∅

(3.2)

Where -1/tan∅ corresponds to the gradient m and 2r/sin∅ corresponds to the y intercept.
Thus, using the P.S. value from Figure 3-3 and Equation 3.2, we get gradient 2.01and yintercept 0.94. A voting algorithm in terms of ∅ and r that is A(∅ ,r) is able to determine
the point at which the sinusoidal curves intercept by generating a peak due to votes
accumulated during scan processes for each point in the F.S.. The voting algorithm can
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be represented by equation 3.3 given a multilateration measurement, for each x and y
coordinate if a solution exists, we record a value of zero or very close to zero.
𝐴(∅ , r) = ∑89
∅=−90 𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦|∅ )

(3.3)

The accumulator array turns the line detection problem to a summit searching problem on
the Hough Space or P.S. defined by ∅ and r. [18] Figure 3-3 demonstrates the concept of
the accumulator array where a peak occurs at the intersection of the sinusoids.

The Generalized Hough Transform uses the same principles but adds new parameters to
the Hough Space as per object shape. The Randomized Hough Transform ignores
checking values of ∅ that are not common between points in the FS and hence reduces
additional computation resulting in shorter time to resolve features within an image. I
will be using a modified version of the Hough Transform for geolocation.

3.2 Modified Hough Transform
In order to use the Modified Hough Transform for geolocation, we will have to go
through and map our problem to fit the Hough Transform properties. We will take the
TDOA and FDOA examples where for a particular target location a time and frequency
difference is produced. Because the target is moving, we will have one measurement of
TDOA and one measurement of FDOA per target location which constitutes the F.S..
The P.S. in x and y can be defined so that accumulation of the voting array due to two or
more measurements resulting in a peak in the accumulator array describes the location of
the target that best fits the hyperbolic and elliptical lines of position due to measurements
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from the TDOA and the FDOA taken from the F.S. respectively. The measurements
from the F.S. can refer to two or more different TDOA measurements due to different
receiver pairs. The voting array is a table of normalized conditional probability centered
on an event, in this case the multilateration measurements such as TDOA and FDOA.
The accumulator array is a summation of one or more voting arrays such that a peak
formed in the P.S. or H.T. space coincides with the likelihood of the emitter position.

A voting array is represented in equation 3.4 where for a given TDOA or FDOA
measurement with error, we sweep through the P.S. x and y potential position values of
the target.
𝑥ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ

𝑦ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ

𝐴𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 (x, y) = ∑𝑥=𝑥𝑙𝑜𝑤 ∑𝑦=𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑤 e−𝑓(x,y|T/FDOAmeasurement)

(3.4)

where 𝑓 = 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑇/𝐹𝐷𝑂𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

The voting array finds all possible x positions and y positions for a particular TDOA and
FDOA measurement. Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5 are an example of a voting array for
TDOA and FDOA measurements respectively. Take note of the row of peaks in each
figure; this represents all possible x and y values in the P.S. for the given measurement
point in the F.S., namely the TDOA or/and FDOA measurements. The target is located at
(200,1000) and only 2 receivers were used to collect the multilateration data.
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Figure 3-4 : TDOA plot of voting array in x and y

Figure 3-5 : FDOA plot of voting array in x and y
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3.3 Data Fusion with Modified Hough Transform
The nature of our experiment setup does not allow for fusion of a multiple voting array to
further enhance the accuracy of our result. Will be using a filtering technique in chapter
4 to enhance results. What we do have in our experiment, however, is fusion of two
measurements taken simultaneously, namely the TDOA and FDOA. The fusion of both
these voting arrays is possible because the parametrized space is unified, irrespective of
the measurement thus forming a strong peak that can be seen in Figure 3-6.

The accumulator array in Figure 3-6 gives the peak point (200,1000) which satisfies both
measurement points from the F.S.. This should be noted: the error measurement for
FDOA will be orthogonal to the TDOA measurement which is evident when observing
Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-6 : TDOA and FDOA data fusion to form Accumulator Array

The accumulator array equation can be represented by Equation 3.5.
𝐴𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 (x, y) = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐴𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦), i=1,2,3…N

(3.5)

The accumulator array consists of summation of at least 2 or more voting arrays that can
come from multiple multilateration measurements. In our example above, we have used
one TDOA measurement and one FDOA measurement. We will be making use of a third
voting array using a TDOA measurement from a third receiver pair only to determine the
velocity of target that will be used in the FDOA measurements.

3.4 Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP)
The Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) is known as a ratio position error to
ranging measurement error. “It represents the factor by which the fundamental ranging
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sensor error is magnified by the geometrical relationships between the emitter and each
of the sensor platforms [12].” The GDOP, formed due to the target and each receiver pair
will be unique. If there are multiple receiver pairs used to compute GDOP for the same
target using sensor/receiver pair level fusion, the overall combined GDOP due to each
receiver pair will be effected.

In its simpliset form, the dilution of precision can be derived by taking the trace of the
covariance matrix C, as shown in equation 3.6, using matrix A composed of unit vectors
from the target to each receiver.
𝑇

𝐶 = (𝐴 𝐴)

−1

𝜎𝑥2
=(
𝜎𝑥𝑦

(𝑥1 −𝑥𝑡 )
||𝑟1 ||
2 −𝑥𝑡 )

where 𝐴 = ((𝑥

||𝑟2 ||

𝜎𝑥𝑦
)
𝜎𝑦2

(3.6)

(𝑦1 −𝑦)
||𝑟1 ||
)
(𝑦1 −𝑦)
||𝑟2 ||

Therefore, by taking the trace of matrix C, we result in the Position Dilution of Precision
(PDOP). By adding the Time Dilution of Precision (TDOP), we are able to get the GDOP
with the assumption that time measurement errors are identical, the zero mean and
correlation error are zero between receivers. Equation 3.7 demonstrates the GDOP.
𝐺𝐷𝑂𝑃 = √(𝜎𝑥2 + 𝜎𝑦2 ) + 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑃2

(3.7)

where 𝑇𝐷𝑂𝑃 = √𝜎𝑡2
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TDOP can be extracted from equation 3.6 by using a 3rd receiver and placing a negative
one to a 3rd column in matrix A such that matrix C will have a 3rd row and column which
will be TDOP2.

Another method of getting a quick estimate of GDOP is using downrange and crossrange
GDOP measurements as a function of half the bistatic angle. To do this, we will be using
Figure 3-7 to illustrate a multistatic radar using only two receivers: V1 and V2 with half
the bistatic angle α.

Figure 3-7 : Demonstration of crossrange and downrange with 2 receivers [2]
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The downrange error σdr with the range error σr1 is due to receiver V1 and crossrange
error σcr with range error σr2 is due to receiver V2, where both receivers are modeled as
virtual monostatic radars as seen in Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8 : Multistatic error eclipse approximated as parallelogram for two virtual
monostatic radar [2]

The bistatic GDOP factors can be represented by the fraction of the downrange error over
the monostatic range error representing GDOP for FDOA measurements and the fraction
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of crossrange error over the monostatic range error representing GDOP for TDOA
measurements given the same setup with 2 receivers only. Thus, we have equation 3.8
representing the GDOP for a bistatic setup.
𝐺𝐷𝑂𝑃𝑑𝑟 =

𝜎𝑑𝑟
𝜎𝑟1

=

1

𝜎

and 𝐺𝐷𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑟 = 𝜎𝑐𝑟 =
𝑟1

with 𝜎𝑟1 = 𝐵

(3.8)

√2 cos 𝛼
1
√2 sin 𝛼

1

𝑅𝑀𝑆 √2𝑆𝑁𝑅

The virtual monostatic range errors are taken to be equivalent and are dependent on SNR
and signal band width. Equation 3.8 will be used in chapter 5 when representing
simulation results to correlate measurements with GDOP values.

3.4.1 GDOP Examples
Table 3-1 demonstrates GDOP values using equation 3.6 for various multistatic radar
setups demonstrating that the lower the GDOP value, the better the geometry.
Table 3-1 : GDOP measurements for different multistatic radar setup
Target (x,y)

Rx1

Rx2

Rx3 (if any)

GDOP

0,0

20,20

30,0

-10,-20

1.46

0,10

-10,0

10,5

N/A

3.87

100,100

20,20

30,0

-10,-20

7.80

100,100

-10,0

10,5

N/A

18.97

A setup including 4 plots that have bad/good GDOP, noisy/clean TDOA and FDOA
measurements is presented. The target is located at (100,500). From Figure 3-9 and 356

10, we can see that having a good GDOP setup relative to Figure 3-11 and 3-12 with bad
GDOP is important. This is because a bad GDOP setup is much more sensitive to noise.

Figure 3-9 : Good GDOP FDOA and TDOA with and without noise
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Figure 3-10 : Target located (1000,500) without noise and (964,468) with noise

Figure 3-11 : Bad GDOP FDOA and TDOA with and without noise
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Figure 3-12 : Target located (1000,500) without noise and (185,20) with noise both with
bad GDOP

Observing from Figure 3-10 and Figure 2-12 that are close up views of Figure 3-9 and
Figure 3-11 respectively. The noisy measurement due to a good (964,468) and bad
(185,20) GDOP setup, we can see a huge difference between them with the bad GDOP
measurement being very far off the true target location (1000,500).
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Figure 3-13 : Bad GDOP is more sensitive to noise than Good GDOP setup

Figure 3-13 overlays graphs 3-9 and 3-11 showing the sensitivity to the same level of
TDOA and FDOA measurement noise of the bad GDOP setup. Therefore ensuring good
GDOP is important while using the multilateration technique.

3.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, an explanation of the Hough Transform is covered then modified it to fit
the geolocation needs using the multilateration technique. We then followed through
with data fusion of different multilateration technique measurements such as TDOA and
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FDOA. The importance of GDOP with examples concluded the chapter indicating poor
GDOP is more sensitive to noise variations. In the following chapter, a filtering
technique will help mitigate noisy measurements from the modified Hough Transform.
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Chapter 4 Filtering Techniques
The Modified Hough Transform provides an initial guess for target location using only
TDOA measurements with 3 receivers that are refined by Kalman Filtering (KF) over
multiple samples to get a good estimate of target velocity. Assuming the target velocity
remains unchanged, we can now compute the target location using 2 receivers with
multilareation techniques that include TDOA and FDOA where the error hyperbola and
ellipse are perpendicular thus minimizing sensitivity when GDOP is good. The target
location measurements will be noisy, so filtering the noise by using the Kalman Filter
assuming linearity over a short sample size will reduce the RMSE. This Chapter will
cover why Kalman Filter is needed and how to use it for the purpose of this thesis.

4.1 Sources of Noise
Sources of noise can be inherent in the equipment used or due to errors in measurements
taken. The sources which can constitute noise in the overall system are the measurement
noise, multipath noise, GPS synchronization noise, receiver location noise, modelling
noise, target velocity, noise due to rain and thunderstorms [13]. In our application,
knowing which sources of noise effect the multilateration equations such as the TDOA
will help in making assumptions and noise modeling. The main sources for the purpose
of this thesis are the TDOA measurement noise and FDOA measurement noise, velocity
of the target used in the FDOA multilateration equation and the location of the receivers.
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In this chapter, we will be focusing on measuring the noise of TDOA and FDOA as the
major source of noise using the Cramer-Rao Lower Bounds (CRLB). We will assume
the standard deviation noise are zero-mean Guassian. As for multipath noise, we can
mitigate this with the assumption that the experiment is performed on a flat plane.
Synchronization noise affects the TDOA measurement mainly, this will be modeled using
CRLB in the next section. The noise due to receiver location will affect both the FDOA
and TDOA measurements, however because the receivers are stationary, an assumption
will be made that the source of noise due to receiver location is insignificant.

Noise due to clutter such as weather conditions or chaff will be assumed to be
insignificant. Assumption that no multi-target tracking will take place that can add
complexity if not taken into account [11]. The target velocity noise will affect the FDOA
measurements only. However, we will demonstrate that, using a dual stage method with
TDOA only measurements and the Kalman Filter to refine the value of the target
velocity, (which will then be used in the FDOA measurement along with TDOA), the
target can be located using only two receivers.

4.1.1 Measurement Noise
The Fisher information matrix (FIM) provides a fundamental estimation limit for
unbiased estimators which is referred to as the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB). The
FIM J(k) is defined by Equation 4.1 and 4.2.
𝐽(𝑘) = 𝐸(∇𝑇𝑘 𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝐸 (𝑇𝐹𝐷𝑂𝐴 − 𝑓(𝑘))∇𝑘 )𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝐸 (𝑇𝐹𝐷𝑂𝐴 − 𝑓(𝑘))
∇𝑘 𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝐸 (𝑇𝐹𝐷𝑂𝐴 − 𝑓(𝑘)) =

𝑑 𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝐸 (𝑇𝐹𝐷𝑂𝐴−𝑓(𝑘)) 𝑑 𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝐸 (𝑇𝐹𝐷𝑂𝐴−𝑓(𝑘))
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑦

(4.1)
(4.2)
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Where k=(x,y) the position of the target location, and TFDOA is the measure of TDOA
or FDOA based on f(k) measurement. The likelihood given error distribution is
represented by pE(TFDOA-f(k)). With Gaussian measurement error pE(error) =
N(0,N(k)) where N(k) is the measurement error covariance matrix, the FIM can now be
represented by Equation 4.3 and 4.4.
𝐽(𝑘) = 𝑄 𝑇 (𝑘)𝑁(𝑘)−1 𝑄(𝑘)

(4.3)

𝑄(𝑘) = ∇𝑘 (𝑓(𝑘))

(4.4)

In general, we need numerical methods to evaluate CRLB. “The larger the gradient Q(k),
or the smaller the measurement error, the more information is provided from the
measurement and the smaller the potential estimation error.” [12] In the Gaussian case
with a diagonal measurement error covariance matrix, it is important to note that the trace
of the FIM is the squared gradient magnitude. The CRLB is given by Equation 4.5.
𝑇
𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑘̂) = 𝐸(𝑘 − 𝑘̂)(𝑘 − 𝑘̂) ≥ 𝐽−1 (𝑘)

(4.5)

where k denotes the true position and the 𝑘̂, the estimated position. The CRLB holds
for any unbiased estimate of 𝑘̂. By using CRLB for active sensors, we get the following
lower bound limits that can be used to estimate a measurement noise for TDOA and
FDOA measurements. For the TDOA, the CRLB expression is as follows in Equation
4.6. [11]
𝜎𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐴 ≥ 2𝛱𝐵

1

𝑅𝑀𝑆 √𝐵𝑇𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓

(4.6)
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For the FDOA, the CRLB expression is as follows in Equation 4.7. [11]
𝜎𝐹𝐷𝑂𝐴 ≥ 2𝛱𝑇

1

(4.7)

𝑅𝑀𝑆 √𝐵𝑇𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓

The noise bandwidth of the receiver is B and the collection time T thus results in the
product BT which is the time bandwidth product that results from the discrete number of
samples. The effective signal to noise ratio is given by Equation 4.8
𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

1
1
1
1
+
+
𝑆𝑁𝑅1 𝑆𝑁𝑅2 𝑆𝑁𝑅1 𝑆𝑁𝑅2

≈ min{𝑆𝑁𝑅1 , 𝑆𝑁𝑅2 }

(4.8)

and the effective bandwidth BRMS is given by Equation 4.9. If the signal S(f) is a
rectangle then the effective bandwidth is essentially the bandwidth of the rectangular
signal itself.
2
𝐵𝑅𝑀𝑆
=

∫ 𝑓 2 |𝑆(𝑓)|2 𝑑𝑓
∫ |𝑆(𝑓)|2 𝑑𝑓

, where S(f) is the received signal

(4.9)

and the effective duration TRMS of the signal is computed using Equation 4.10. If the
received signal has a constant envelope duration, then this in return is the effective
duration.
2
𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑆
=

∫ 𝑡 2 |𝑆(𝑡)|2 𝑑𝑡
∫ |𝑆(𝑡)|2 𝑑𝑡

, where S(t) is the received signal

(4.10)

Perhaps the root mean square error (RMSE) is in effect of more importance. One way to
interpret this is to view it as the achieved position error in meters. One implication of the
CRLB is the following bound seen in Equation 4.11 [12]
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2
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √𝐸[(𝑘 − 𝑘̂) ] ≥ √𝑡𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑘̂) ≥ √𝑡𝑟𝐽−1 (𝑘)

(4.11)

The CRLB is related to the GDOP through the RMSE, that is, the RMSE normalized by
the measurement accuracy. The RMSE will be used to determine enhancement in the
location accuracy of the target and the CRLB will be used to get a lower bound to
measurement error due to TDOA and FDOA so it can be used in a simulation model to
inject noise.

4.2 Kalman Filtering
The Kalman filter, developed in 1960, has seen many applications in various fields such
as aerospace, navigation, nuclear power plant instrumentation and many others. The
Kalman filter, being a recursive one, minimizes the least-squares error. Target dynamics
are directly used for the optimization of filter parameters. Kalman filter theory is made
complex due to the complicated control theories. [12]

For simplicity, assume we have a one-dimensional problem. The target's velocity is
constant. The target equations of motion can be seen in Equation 4.12.
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑇𝑥𝑛̇

(4.12)

with 𝑥̇ 𝑛+1 = 𝑥̇ 𝑛

where at time n, xn is the target location and 𝑥̇ 𝑛 is the target velocity, and T is the update
or sampling time.
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In the real world, the target will not have a constant velocity for all time. There is
actually uncertainty in the target trajectory and target acceleration at any given time. The
Kalman filter allows for this uncertainty in target motion by adding a random component
to the target dynamics. The equations for the target dynamics are represented in Equation
4.13.
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑇𝑥𝑛̇

(4.12)

with 𝑥̇ 𝑛+1 = 𝑥̇ 𝑛 + 𝑢𝑛

where un is a undermined or random change in velocity from time n to time n+1. In
matrix notation, the system dynamic equation is represented by Equation 4.13.
𝑋𝑛+1 = 𝐴𝑋𝑛 + 𝐵𝑈𝑛

(4.13)

𝑥𝑛
where 𝑋𝑛 = [𝑥̇ ] (state vector)
𝑛
𝑈𝑛 = [

0
] (control vector, dynamic model driving noise vector)
𝑢𝑛

1 𝑇
𝐴=[
] (state transition matrix)
0 1
0 0
𝐵=[
] (control matrix)
0 1

The measurement equation or the observation system equation is given by Equation 4.14.
∗
𝑌𝑛∗ = 𝑍𝑛 − 𝑀𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1

(4.14)

where 𝑀 = [1 0] (observation or measurement matrix)
∗
𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
(state prediction, from Equation 4.15)
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𝑍𝑛 (measurement matrix)
𝑌𝑛∗ (observation error)

The prediction equation is represented by Equation 4.15.
∗
∗
𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
= 𝐴𝑋𝑛−1,𝑛−1
+ 𝐵𝑈𝑛

∗
where 𝑋𝑛−1,𝑛−1
=[

∗
𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
=[

(4.15)

∗
𝑥𝑛−1,𝑛−1
] (state vector)
∗
𝑥̇ 𝑛−1,𝑛−1

∗
𝑥𝑛,𝑛−1
] (state predicted vector)
∗
𝑥̇ 𝑛,𝑛−1

The Kalman filtering equation is represented by Equation 4.16.
∗
∗
𝑋𝑛,𝑛
= 𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
+ 𝐾𝑌𝑛∗

(4.16)

The matrix K, is known as the weight equation or Kalman Filter (K.F.) gain. It contains
the filter weights for smoothing the measurement data and predicting the next position.
This KF gain equation is represented by Equation 4.17.
∗
∗
𝐾𝑛 = 𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1
𝑀𝑇 [𝑀𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1
𝑀𝑇 + 𝑅]−1

(4.17)

∗
∗
where 𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1
= 𝐴𝑃𝑛−1,𝑛−1
𝐴𝑇 + 𝑄 (covariance prediction)

𝑄 = 𝐶𝑂𝑉[𝑈𝑛 ] = 𝐸[𝑈𝑛 𝑈𝑛𝑇 ] (dynamic model noise)
∗
∗
∗
∗𝑇
𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1
= 𝐶𝑂𝑉[𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
] = 𝐸[𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
] (initial covariance prediction)

𝑅 = 𝐶𝑂𝑉[𝑁𝑛 ] = 𝐸[𝑁𝑛 𝑁𝑛𝑇 ] (observation noise covariance)
∗
∗
∗
𝑃𝑛,𝑛
= 𝐶𝑂𝑉[𝑋𝑛,𝑛
] = (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑀)𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1
(corrector equation)
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The KF update can be broken into two major stages, the first being the time update or
prediction. This is where we predict the state ahead along with its error covariance. The
next stage is the measurement update or correction. This is where we compute the KF
gain and update the state estimate and error covariance. This is illustrated in Figure
4.1with stages 1 and 2.

Figure 4-1 : Kalman Filter prediction flow diagram

Once the initialization of the covariance matrix is completed, the Kalman filter is
implemented by the following five simple steps for each new measured position value.

Step 1. Apply the filtered position and velocity values to predict the next position and
next velocity.
∗
∗
𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
= 𝐴𝑋𝑛−1,𝑛−1

(4.18)

Step 2. Project the covariance matrix.
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∗
∗
𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1
= 𝐴𝑃𝑛−1,𝑛−1
𝐴𝑇 + 𝑄

(4.19)

Step 3. Compute the Kalman filter weighting equation to determine the filter weights.
∗
∗
𝐾𝑛 = 𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1
𝑀𝑇 [𝑀𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1
𝑀𝑇 + 𝑅]−1

(4.20)

Step 4. Apply the KF gain to filter the position and velocity. Update estimate based on Zn
∗
∗
∗
𝑋𝑛,𝑛
= 𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
+ 𝐾(𝑍𝑛 − 𝑀𝑋𝑛,𝑛−1
)

(4.21)

Step 5. Update the covariance matrix and time stamp n=n+1
∗
∗
∗
𝑃𝑛,𝑛
= 𝐶𝑂𝑉[𝑋𝑛,𝑛
] = (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑛 𝑀)𝑃𝑛,𝑛−1

(4.22)

A demonstration of the Kalman Filter prediction filter can be observed using one
dimension in Figure 4-2. We are assuming velocity remains constant between samples.
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Figure 4-2 : Kalman Filter prediction in one dimension [21]

From Figure 4-2 we can see that a prediction was made at t2 based on measured data at t1.
The updated location at t2 is based on prediction and new measurement data at t2.
We then use our new best estimate at t2 which is the updated location to form a
prediction at t3. The new updated location at t3 is then based off of the prediction and
new measurement data at t3. The process repeats itself for latter samples.

4.2.1 Velocity Prediction with Kalman Filtering
Below in Figure 4-3 is an example of KF applied on a moving target in one dimension
with Gaussian noise. It can be seen that the KF value approaches closer to the actual
position as time progresses.
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Figure 4-3 : KF on target moving in 1D

Assuming the moving target has no acceleration and the velocity remains steady,
meaning there is no drastic change in the direction of motion of the target. We are also
going to make an initial guess on the velocity of the target based on several prior target
location measurements. This filtering technique can be applied on position data gathered
via multilateration technique provided there is no dependence on velocity data. This will
be presented in the next chapter where dual stage method will be used to transition from a
three receiver down to a two receiver mutistatic radar setup.
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The experiment setup has the following parameters is presented in table 4-1.
Table 4-1 : Experiment setup parameter in 1D
Initial Location

20m

Sample Time

0.1s

True Velocity

7m/s

The RMSE of the measured data that has Gaussian noise relative to the actual location
data can be seen in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4 : RMSE of Measured Data Location
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Figure 4-5 demonstrates a decrease in RMSE as the sample size increases and is
relatively lower in magnitude compared to Figure 4-4. This demonstrates that there is an
enhancement in location data of the target. Thus in turn the velocity measurement of the
target can be predicted as the sample time is known and the position data between two
samples are closer to true value. Thus RMSE of the predicted velocity can be seen to
improve from Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5 : RMSE of velocity prediction from the KF
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The output from the KF for velocity is presented in Figure 4-6 where the KF estimate is
approaching the true velocity measurement as time progresses.

Figure 4-6 : Velocity output from KF

In the next chapter there will be demonstrations of similar graphs but this time with
measurements taken from multilateration techniques that include TDOA that has no
velocity dependence and FDOA.
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4.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we covered sources of noise when using the multilateration technique.
Then covered CRLB, which provides a lower bound on variance of any unbiased
estimator, thus providing a benchmark for TDOA and FDOA measurements. This will
be used for the purpose of computing noise for our simulation model. We then covered
Kalman Filtering derivation in one dimension and finally illustrated how it can be used
with a target maintaining constant velocity.
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Chapter 5 Radar Simulation on Matlab
The simulation results for the location of a moving target with constant velocity where
prior knowledge of both the location and velocity are unknown will be covered in this
chapter. The aim of the experiment is to utilize three receivers initially in this multistatic
radar setup to get a fairly accurate velocity measurement. This will be done using the
TDOA multilateration technique. Next, the experiment will utilize two receivers to
geolocate and track the target while the multistatic radar setup maintains good GDOP.
The second half of the experiment will use both the TDOA and FDOA multilateration
techniques to geolocate the target. The modified HT will be used to gather location
measurements by fusing multilateration measurements. The KF will be used to filter the
measurements from the modified HT and track the target.

5.1 Hybrid Geolocation and Tracking Experiment Setup
I will outline the constant parameters to be used for the experiments in the following
sections. Next I will outline the experimental model that encompasses the dual stage
method where data gathered by three receiver antennas is reduced down to two receiver
antennas.

5.1.1 Parameter and Noise
The parameters in table 5-1 are going to be used in all experiments performed in the
subsequent sections. The experiment will be performed at the UHF band that can make
use of wireless cellular transmitters readily available to operate in passive mode. The
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standard deviations for range will be used for TDOA measurements using Gaussian
noise. The frequency standard deviation will be used for FDOA measurements using
Gaussian noise.
Table 5-1 : Constant Experiment Parameters
PRI (s)

120e-6

Pulse Width - Pw (s)

50e-6

Operating Frequency - f0 (Hz)

500e6

Integration Time - T (s)

0.1

BW (Hz)

20e3

σTIME (s)

~1e-7

σRANGE (m)

~30

σFREQUENCY (Hz)

~1e-3

The standard deviation for range and frequency were both computed using equations 4.6
and 4.7 with SNR of 0dB. The effective bandwidth BRMS and effective duration TRMS
were taken to be approximately 30% of the actual signal bandwidth and integration time
respectively. This is because no signal is a perfect square hence this assumption was
made.

5.1.2 Dual Stage Method
The flow chart diagram in Figure 5-1 illustrates the dual stage method with essentially
two stages. The first stage is the velocity prediction using TDOA multilateration
technique only that will be covered in section 5.2 with simulation results. The next stage
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is using TDOA and FDOA multilateration techniques to geo-locate the target position.
This will be covered in section 5.3.

The chart in Figure 5-1 demonstrates that we require three receiver antennas to measure
two TDOA values that create lines of position. The modified Hough Transform is used
to search through an area where potentially the target lies. Hence a peak will be detected
where the lines of position intersect providing the next stage with a measured target
location. After having collected five or more samples, we can use this to compute an
initial velocity for the prediction filter stage, the Kalman Filter. By using the Kalman
Filter to predict the next target location, the measurements for location between two
sample points smooth out and that in return gives us a filtered target velocity that is closer
to the true target velocity. Once the refined target velocity from the Kalman Filtering
stage is within a reasonable margin between samples over several samples, we can
assume this is the steady velocity.

Once the velocity of the target has been predicted, we can now use only two receiver
antennas to measure the TDOA and the FDOA. This is important in case one of three
receiver’s loose connection with central base to relay synchronized signals or is taken out
by the enemy. These multilateration techniques form lines of position that intersect, at
the measured target location, the Modified Hough Transform provides measured target
location. This is then further refined using the Kalman Filter to track the target position.
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Figure 5-1 : Flow Diagram Indicating the Dual Stage Method
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As long as the target is within baseline of our multilateration radar setup, meaning we
have good GDOP, the filtered target location has an improvement to the RMSE. The
reason for using the dual stage method is so target tracking can continue with
improvement to the RMSE of the predicted target location if one antenna loses
connection with the central station or an enemy spots and destroys an antenna.

5.2 Time Difference Model for Velocity Prediction
The TDOA simulation will be presented in this section with graphs representing
measurements in one dimension. The experiment is performed with parameters indicated
in Table 5-2 with 3 receivers distributed. The target’s initial position is placed outside
the multistatic radar baseline to indicate the effect of GDOP on the measurements. There
are 400 samples taken at 0.1 second intervals.
Table 5-2 : Parameters for Simulation using TDOA multilateration Technique
Initial Target Location along X (m)

3500

Initial Target Location along Y (m)

700

Target Velocity X (m/s)

-120

Target Velocity Y (m/s)

-8

TX (Source of Opportunity) X, Y (m, m)

For example (0,0)

RX1 Antenna X, Y (m, m)

(2500,0)

RX2 Antenna X, Y (m, m)

(0,0)

RX3 Antenna X, Y (m, m)

(1000,1000)

Sample Size N

400

Sample Time (s)

0.1
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The experimental setup is indicated in Figure 5-2 with the followıng three receivers Rx1,
Rx2 and Rx3. The target’s location starts from the right top corner and ends at the
bottom left. It is mapped out on a two dimensional plane with antennas Rx1 and R2 used
to create one LOP and Rx1 and Rx3 used to create the second LOP.

Figure 5-2 : Experiment Setup for TDOA

The geometric dilution of precision or GDOP indicates a low value as the target
approaches closer to all three receivers. This indicates that we have a good GDOP thus
low measurement error due to the geometry between the target and the receivers. This is
represented in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3 : GDOP due to TDOA experiment

The target’s position along the x-axis is represented in Figure 5-4 where the actual
position is a linear line that starts at 3500 meters and ends at -1300 meters. The negative
measurement in distance is relative to the second receiver positioned at zero along the xaxis. Noise in measurement is seen to reflect the GDOP curve in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-4 : X-axis position data for the TDOA experiment

From Figure 5-5 we can see the velocity prediction from the Kalman Filter output
appears to have settled after 10 seconds thus the delta between two filtered measurements
is relatively steady. This happens once we have obtained good GDOP. Between 10
seconds to 30 seconds we see relatively linear update in the velocity prediction. After 30
seconds when the GDOP is bad, we see fluctuations in the predicted velocity.
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Figure 5-5 : X-axis prediction of target velocity for the TDOA experiment

Figure 5-6 represents the Root Mean Squared Error of the velocity prediction along the xaxis. It can be seen that the rate of decline in the RMSE decreases as we approach 300
samples which is when the GDOP from Figure 5-3 represents worsening GDOP. For this
thesis, I am interested in velocity predictions once the difference in predicted velocity
between 10 samples is less than one meter per second.
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Figure 5-6 : X-axis Root Mean Squared Error for the filtered target velocity

The target’s position along the y-axis is represented in Figure 5-7 where the actual
position is a linear line that starts at 700 meters and ends at 380 meters. The predicted
position results are represented by the Kalman Filter output with label KF in the Figure 57. The main influence of GDOP for the y-axis measurement is due to antennas Rx1 and
Rx3. Referring to Figure 5-2, we see that the target remains relatively centered across the
baseline created by antennas Rx1 and Rx3 while approaching closer to it we see a
reduction in measured position data. This is because we are getting better GDOP at
around 20 seconds.
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Figure 5-7 : Y-axis position data for the TDOA experiment

The y-axis velocity prediction in Figure 5-8 appears to approach the true value with a
smaller error margin as compared to the x-axis prediction in Figure 5-5. This is because
the target is within the radar baseline created by antennas Rx1 and Rx3.
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Figure 5-8 : Y-axis prediction of target velocity for the TDOA experiment

The RMSE for y-axis velocity prediction, as seen in Figure 5-9, appears to flatten out at
around the same value of around 20 meters per second RMSE. However, one has to look
at the rate of decline which is higher for the y-axis case; this is because the target is
already within the radar baseline.
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Figure 5-9 : Y-axis Root Mean Squared Error for the filtered target velocity

The velocity predictions in this section that appear at around 125 samples will be used as
part of the FDOA multilateration technique. This will allow for one less antenna use.
This will come in handy if an antenna is lost and tracking of the target location can
continue with the remaining two antennas while continuing to maintain good GDOP.

5.3 Application of TDOA and FDOA for Target Location
The TDOA and FDOA simulation will be presented in this section with graphs
representing measurements in one dimension. The experiment is performed with
parameters indicated in Table 5-3 with 2 receivers distributed. The receivers Rx1 and
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Rx2 that remain have the same location as the experiment performed in the previous
section with TDOA measurements only. The target’s initial position is placed at the
center of the multistatic radar baseline. This is to simulate the fact that the velocity
prediction has been obtained and target tracking will now be performed with TDOA and
FDOA. There are 400 samples taken at 0.1 second intervals in this experiment.
Table 5-3 : Parameters for Simulation using TDOA and FDOA multilateration
Techniques
Initial Target Location along X (m)

1250

Initial Target Location along Y (m)

550

Target Velocity X (m/s)

-120

Target Velocity Y (m/s)

-8

TX (Source of Opportunity) X, Y (m, m)

For example (0,0)

RX1 Antenna X, Y (m, m)

(2500,0)

RX2 Antenna X, Y (m, m)

(0,0)

Sample Size N

400

Sample Time (s)

0.1

The experimental setup is indicated in Figure 5-10 with the two receivers indicated Rx1
and Rx2. The targets initial location starts from the right top corner and ends at the
bottom left following the same trajectory as the simulation in section 5.2. It is mapped
out on a two dimensional plane with antennas Rx1 and R2 used to create one LOP for
TDOA and FDOA that intersect orthogonal when we have good GDOP.
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Figure 5-10 : Experiment Setup for TDOA and FDOA

The GDOP from Figure 5-11 indicates that we have a good GDOP to begin with and as
the target leaves the radar baseline at around 150 samples, we start to see GDOP values
going up which indicates poor GDOP.
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Figure 5-11 : GDOP due to TDOA and FDOA experiment

The target’s position along the x-axis is represented in Figure 5-12 where the actual
position is a linear line that starts at 1250 meters and ends at -3550 meters. The negative
measurement in distance is relative to the second receiver positioned at zero along the xaxis. Noise in measurement is seen to reflect the GDOP curve in Figure 5-11. One can
also observe that the measurements are being clipped at around 20 seconds. This is due
to worsening GDOP that creates large noise swings. Because my modified Hough
Transform scan range bins were not large enough, we see the saturation. As this is out of
the scope of this thesis, hence it will not be elaborated upon.
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Figure 5-12 : X-axis position data for the TDOA and FDOA experiment

Figure 5-13 represents the Root Mean Squared Error of the target location prediction
along the x-axis. We can see the RMSE increase as the GDOP gets worse after 150
samples or when the target is at x-axis location -500 meter approximately.
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Figure 5-13 : X-axis Root Mean Squared Error for the filtered target location

The target’s position along the y-axis is represented in Figure 5-14 where the actual
position is a linear line that starts at 550 meters and ends at 230 meters. Noise in
measurement is seen to reflect the GDOP curve in Figure 5-11. However there seems to
be more noise in samples under 10 seconds. One has to note, the y-axis measurements
are mainly influenced due to FDOA multilateration technique in this case due to
geometry of the experimental setup.
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Figure 5-14 : Y-axis position data for the TDOA and FDOA experiment

The reason for the RMSE in Figure 5-15 to start higher and end higher along the y-axis is
not only because of GDOP, but it is also due to the effect of the measured velocity that
adds noise to the FDOA measurements along the y-axis.
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Figure 5-15 : Y-axis Root Mean Squared Error for the filtered target location

In the next section we will analyze the effects of noise in comparison to simulations
performed in this section.

5.4 Analysis of Noise
In this section we are going to analyze the simulation output when we increase the TDOA
and FDOA noise and repeat the simulation as in section 5.3. Next, we will comment on a
simulation output where we used fixed TDOA and FDOA noise, hence having no
Gaussian distribution and observed the measurement variation.
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5.4.1 TDOA and FDOA with higher noise
Figure 5-16 represents the experiment setup with target location predicted along y-axis that
is represented with the line labeled KF. The experiment has all the same parameters as in
section 5.3 with the exception that the standard deviation for range σRANGE is 120 meters
and standard deviation for frequency σFREQUENCY is 4 milliHertz, that is they are 4 times
the value presented in Table 5-1.

Figure 5-16 : Y-axis position data for the TDOA and FDOA experiment with higher noise

From Figure 5-17 we see the RMSE result for the predicted position along the y-axis has
larger error in comparison to Figure 5-15. This is due to the fact that the errors in TDOA
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and FDOA were quadrupled. This reinforces the fact that with larger noise
measurements in TDOA and FDOA will affect the target location predictions with higher
error.

Figure 5-17 : Y-axis Root Mean Squared Error for the filtered target location with higher
noise

5.4.2 TDOA and FDAO with fixed noise
By adding fixed noise (does not change over samples) to all measurements, we can see
how GDOP affects the measurement results. In this experiment we do not use Gaussian
distribution on the TDOA and FDOA noise, hence keeping it fixed. The experiment
layout as seen in Figure 5-18 is similar to that in section 5.2 but with the third receiver
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not present as we are using TDOA and FDOA measurements. This setup was chosen to
demonstrate the transition of GDOP from poor to good and back to poor.

Figure 5-18 : Experimental setup for fixed noise demonstration using TDOA and FDOA

From Figure 5-19 we can see for the y-axis, the measurements get close to true value as
GDOP improves between 15 to 25 seconds. Also the measurements compared to the
actual data points are non-linear thus proving the non-linearity between the TDOA and
FDOA measurements.
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Figure 5-19 : Y-axis measured location data for the TDOA and FDOA experiment with
fixed noise

5.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have covered the dual stage method for target geolocation of a moving
target with unknown velocity and location. The velocity was then predicted using the
TDOA multilateration technique and then the number of antennas used for the multistatic
radar was reduced by one. This was made possible by introducing the FDOA
multilateration technique in combination with the TDOA multilateration technique to
locate the target. The best performance of locating the target with the lowest RMSE is
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when the GDOP is the best, which is when the target is within the multistatic radar
baseline.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Recommendations
In this section, I will conclude the research and highlight results as part of the discussion.
I will then present future work as part of the recommendations for this research.

6.1 Conclusion and Discussion
Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance is a key element in modern warfare. Being
able to gather intelligence to detect and locate the enemy while continuing to monitor the
target in real time plays a key role in providing decision makers situational awareness.

With the use of the traditional monostatic radar today having the transmitter and receiver
collocated, we encounter two major issues. The first is not having the capability to detect
the stealth aircraft due to reduced radar cross section as observed by the radar receiver.
Secondly, the monostatic radar can be located by the enemy using counter measure
techniques hence revealing one’s position and thus giving the enemy an advantage to
bring down the radar surveillance capability.

A solution to this problem is the use of multistatic radar where receivers, transmitters and
transceivers are scattered across a plane. The advantage of this is that the enemy cannot
spot the location of the receivers. Also the use of readily available transmitters, such as
radio broadcasts, reduces the cost of the radar setup and the possibility of being detected.
Secondly, the stealth aircraft can now be detected with the distributed receiver antennas
as part of the multistatic radar setup due to the fact that stealth aircraft deflect signals
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away from the point of source. This gives a larger SNR signal to be picked by receivers
positioned around the target away from the transmitter.

The technique used to gather data from the multistatic radar setup is called the
multilateration technique of which the Time Difference of Arrival and the Frequency
Difference of Arrival are a part of this research to geolocate the stealth target.

The TDOA is measured by taking the difference in time the same signal coming from the
target arrives at each pair of receivers. With a pulsed signal, the rising or falling edge of
the signal can be used as a reference mark for the time of arrival. Taking the difference
in the time of arrival gives rise to the time difference of arrival. The FDOA is measured
using FFT. A peak in the spectrum will indicate the frequency of arrival, note there
maybe harmonics that will have to be ignored. Taking the difference in the frequency of
arrival between any two receivers gives rise to the frequency difference of arrival.

The modified Hough Transform is used to fuse two or more multilateration technique
measurements and translate them to a Cartesian coordinate with a peak forming at the
measured target location. The next target position is measured the same way except this
time, because the target is in motion, the measurement will change to reflect the update in
position. In order to keep track of the target and improve the SNR of the target location
over multiple measurement samples, the Kalman Filter is used. The Kalman Filter helps
in reducing the least squared error that can be observed through the reduction in root
mean squared error.
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In this thesis, the first focus was on the hybrid geolocation and tracking of a moving
stealth target where the initial target location and the velocity are unknown. The dual
stage method was used to address this problem while using minimum number of
receivers. Most of the extant literature (for example [9], [12]) covers geolocation of a
static target or moving target with known velocity, using receiver sensors that move with
known velocity in order to use the Doppler dependent multilateration technique such as
the FDOA. The second focus was in transitioning from the use of three receivers to
geolocate the target in a two dimensional space down to two receivers using the dual
stage method. This ensures continued surveillance in the event one of three receivers
goes down due to enemy attack or loses connection with central processing center.

Chapter 5 covers simulation on how a velocity estimate is formed using three receiver
antennas with the TDOA multilateration technique. In order for the measurement of the
target location to take place, a range of distance has to be provided for the voting array
covered in Chapter 3. The target will not be geolocated if this voting array lies outside
the target location plus or minus noise. The Kalman Filter was used to refine the target
position, hence velocity estimation was computed. With the velocity prediction
remaining fairly steady (assuming velocity is constant), we arrive at the second stage.
Now, the use of the FDOA multilateration technique can take place as it is a function of
velocity and hence the dual stage method allows for the transition down to two receiver
antennas. This is because the TDOA and FDOA multlateration techniques provide lines
of position that are orthogonal.
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Simulation results indicate that the FDOA multilateration technique is sensitive not only
to frequency of arrival measurement noise but also to the estimated velocity from the
prior stage. This is evident in the downrange RMSE of the location measurement. We
can also see the effect of geometric dilution of precision or GDOP on measurement noise.
As long as the target remains within the multistatic radar baseline we have good GDOP.
This shows that if we want a larger area of surveillance coverage, we need a wider
baseline defined by distance between receiver pairs.

6.2 Recommendations
One of the best ways of gathering intelligence today is by using passive radar techniques.
This not only ensures enemy awareness but it allows one to continuously monitor without
enemy counter measure disruptions. This, however, poses challenges and I have
demonstrated in this thesis with assumptions a method to geolocate a stealth target in a
two dimensional space.

It would be interesting to implement this thesis in three dimensions and see how the dual
stage method may be applied to reduce the number of receiving antennas. It would also
be interesting to see if other multilateration technique(s) such as angle of arrival, could be
used to enhance measured data at each target location.
The choice of wavelength has not been studied in reference to detecting stealth aircraft
such that we see the highest RCS and yet being optimal to be used by multistatic radar for
the purposes of different multilateration techniques such as time of arrival, frequency of
arrival and angle of arrival.
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A Gaussian Measurement Mixture filter should be explored where passive measurements
taken due to multilateration techniques such as TDOA and FDOA cause a non-Gaussian
distribution in the observation space. Hence this filter will model any non-Gaussian
distribution as a Gaussian mixture. This is because the Hough Transform is
computationally intensive.

A feasibility study on synchronization and transfer of received signals from each receiver
to be processed at a central station should be explored. The delays introduced due to
transfer and processing of the signal may require reduction in the sampling size and thus
effect the accuracy of filtered target geolocation.

Furthermore, instead of making various assumptions, like in this research, which does not
paint a detailed picture, a more realistic model not bound with assumptions would
enhance the experimental model. Finally, by performing the experiment with multiple
targets, non-line of sight, effects of clutter and by introducing various noise sources into
the model such as antenna receiver, a more realistic model would be arrived at from
which further analysis could be conducted.
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Appendices
Appendix A Matlab TDOA and FDOA Extraction
%With DOOPLER at different Freq
Fs = 100; % Sampling frequency
t = 0:1/Fs:2; % Time vector of 2 second
A = 5;
f = 20;
p = 0;%offsetr of pi/2
zero1=zeros(1,50);
zero2=zeros(1,0);
sinewave1 = [zero1 A*sin(2*pi*f*t + p) zero2];
%Figure 1
figure;
plot(sinewave1)
title('Signal 1');
xlabel('Time Units');
ylabel('Magnitude');
f=10;%change in f introduces doppler
p = 0;%no offset
sinewave2 = [zeros(1,100) A*sin(2*pi*f*t + p)];
%Figure 2
figure;
plot(sinewave2)
title('Signal 2');
xlabel('Time Units');
ylabel('Magnitude');
con1= xcorr(sinewave1, sinewave2);%results in size of ~2000 data points
%Figure 3
figure;
plot(con1) %peak is at mid point

%Down xcorrert from 20 to 10
A = 2;
f = 10;
p = 0;%offsetr of pi/2
cosDC = [zero1 A*cos(2*pi*f*t + p) zero2];
sinewave1_downC = sinewave1 .* cosDC ;
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%Figure 4
figure;
plot(sinewave1_downC)
% filter
n=25;
Wn=[15/(Fs/2)]
b = fir1(n,Wn);
%freq resp of filter
freqz(b,1);
y = filter(b,1,sinewave1_downC);
%Figure 5
figure;
plot(y)
con2=xcorr(y,sinewave2);

%Figure 6
figure;
plot(con2)
title('Cross Correlation after filtering signal 1');
xlabel('Time Units');
ylabel('Magnitude');

%NOTE DELAY from filter is 7
%Check with other signal formats, etc
%To find time difference, take the peak value after xcor and subtract
from
%signal with longest length and that will result in Time Difference

%Freq Difference
fftp(sinewave1,Fs)
fftp(sinewave2,Fs)

function []=fftp(signal,Fs)
nfft = 1024; % Length of FFT
x=signal;
X = fft(x,nfft);
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% FFT is symmetric, throw away second half
X = X(1:nfft/2);
% Take the magnitude of fft of x
mx = abs(X);
% Frequency vector
freq = (0:nfft/2-1)*Fs/nfft;
% Generate the plot
figure;
plot(freq,mx);
title('Power Spectrum of a Sine Wave');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Power');
end
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Appendix B Matlab Kalman Filter
function [Xk_buffer]=KF(Nsamples,dt,Vtrue,Xtrue,Vinitial,Xmeas)
%Input:
%
Nsamples - Total meas minus 1 because the first is used as
initial
%
dt - Time Step
%
Vtrue - True Velocity (0ne value)
%
Xtrue (arrayxNsample+1) - true pos values including initial
point
%
Vinitial - Initial velocity value computed by previous 2 data
loc
%
Xmeas (arrayxNsample+1) - noisy data including initial data
%Ouput:
%
Xk_buffer(array2xNsamples+1) - Position and Vel respectively
t=0:dt:dt*Nsamples;
widthL =2; %width of plots

% Motion equations -----------------% Previous state (initial guess): Our guess is that the plain starts at
2nd TDOA loc with velocity
% that equals to vel computed with 1st and 2nd TDOA loc that is our
starting guess
Xk_prev = [Xmeas(1);
Vinitial];
% Current state estimate
Xk=[];
% Motion equation: Xk = A*Xk_prev + Noise, that is Xk(n) = Xk(n-1) +
Vk(n-1) * dt
% V is estimated
% A represents the dynamics of the system: it is the motion equation
A = [1 dt;
0 1];
% The error matrix (or the confidence matrix): P states whether we
should
% give more weight to the new measurement or to the model estimate
%This is Pk-1
sigma_mod = 1;
Pk_prev = [sigma_mod^2
0;
0 sigma_mod^2];
Pk = Pk_prev;
% Q is the process noise covariance. It represents the amount of
% uncertainty in the model. Assumption model is perfect with any accel.
% to be taken as noise
Q = [0 0;
0 0];
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% M is the measurement matrix. Position is measured and not vel.
M = [1 0];
% R is the measurement noise covariance. Generally R and sigma_meas can
% vary between samples.
sigma_meas = 1; % 1 m/sec
R = sigma_meas^2;

% Kalman iteration -------------------% Buffers for later display
Xk_buffer = zeros(2,Nsamples+1);
Xk_buffer(:,1) = Xk_prev;
%Measurement buffer
Z_buffer = [0; Xmeas(2:Nsamples+1)];
for k=1:Nsamples
% Z is the measurement vector.
Z = Z_buffer(k+1);
% Kalman iteration
%Covariance Prediction
Ppred = A*Pk*A' + Q;
%Innovation Covariance (compare real error against prediction)
S = M*Ppred*M' + R;
% K is Kalman gain. If K is large, more weight goes to the
measurement.
% If K is low, more weight goes to the model prediction.
K = Ppred*M'*inv(S);
%Covariance update
Pk = Ppred - K*M*Ppred;
%State Prediction
Xpred = A*Xk_prev;
%Innovation (compare reality against prediction)
y_hat=(Z-M*A*Xk_prev);
%State update
Xk = Xpred + K*y_hat;
% For the next iteration
Xk_prev = Xk;

%Buffer value of state update to be used later in plots
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Xk_buffer(:,k+1) = Xk;

end;

%Graphs
figure;
plot(t,Xtrue,'g','LineWidth',widthL); hold on;
plot(t,Z_buffer,'r','LineWidth',widthL);
plot(t,Xk_buffer(1,:),'b','LineWidth',widthL);
legend('Actual','Measured','KF');
title('Predicted position results');
xlabel('Time/s');
ylabel('Position/m');

figure;
plot(t,ones(size(t))*Vtrue,'g','LineWidth',widthL); hold on;
plot(t,Xk_buffer(2,:),'b','LineWidth',widthL);
legend('Actual velocity','KF');
title('Predicted velocity results');
xlabel('Time/s');
ylabel('Velocity/(m/s)');

end
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Appendix C Matlab Experiment Model
%Script for Multi Static Radar with 1Tx and 2Rx and a moving target in
2D
%plane where TDOA and FDOA information is collected every PRI to
compute
%location using Data Fusion technique
%
%
%
%
%

Rx3
Target
Rx1

Rx2

%We have 5 Stages and they are:
% 1. Initialize Tx/Rx and Target
% 2. Update Target Location
% 3. Gather TDOA FDOA information
% 4. Apply Data Fusion to data
% 5. Output Location
clear all
clc
%Timer Start
tic;
%Constants
c=3e8; %Speed of light
PRI=120e-6; %Pulse Rep Interval in sec
Pw=50e-6; %Pulse width in sec
f0=500e6; %Operating Freq
v_x=-150; %Velocity of Target
v_y=0;
targetVel = [v_x,v_y];
T_lx=2000;%Target initial location x
T_ly=300;
T=0.1; %sample Time
N= 200; % Sample Count

%% 0.1 Values to Store
Loc_Actual =zeros(N,2); %x and y actual location
Vel_Actual =zeros(N,2); %x and y actual velocity
Loc_Meas =zeros(N,4); %x and y measured location from GeoSweep
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y , tdoa12_x, tdoa12_y]
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Vel_Meas =zeros(N,4); %x and y measured velocity from GeoSweep
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y , tdoa12_x, tdoa12_y]
Loc_Filtered =zeros(N,4); %x
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y , tdoa12_x,
Vel_Filtered =zeros(N,4); %x
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y , tdoa12_x,

and y filtered location from KF
tdoa12_y]
and y filtered velocity from KF
tdoa12_y]

angleRTR_buffer = zeros(N,1);
%% 1. Initialize Tx/Rx and Target
%Antennas
Tx1=mstatic(0,0,0,0);
Rx1=mstatic(1000,0,0,0);
Rx2=mstatic(400,0,0,0);
Rx3=mstatic(150,500,0,0);
Target=mstatic(T_lx,T_ly,v_x,v_y);
%Random Dist. for Part 2 inside for loop below
random_NormalDis = randn(N,4);
%Constant for part 3 inside for loop below
Rxy = [Rx1.ReturnLocT(0); Rx2.ReturnLocT(0); Rx3.ReturnLocT(0)];
Nsweep=401;%sweep across x and y to gealocate target
% for i=1:N
%
%
%% 2. Gather TDOA FDOA information
%
%
[timeDiff1, angleRTR1] = TDOA(Rx1,Rx2,Target);
%
[timeDiff2, angleRTR2] = TDOA(Rx1,Rx3,Target);
%
%
%Compute Standard Deviation for TDOA and FDOA measurement
%
% devTDOA= (c*(7e-7))/(2*sin(angleRTR/2)) *randn;
%
% devFDOA= 12e-3 *randn;% 12mHz from paper (B=25kHz, SNR=+3dB,
Integration T=1s)
%
% devTDOA1= (c*(7e-7))/(2*sin(angleRTR1/2)) *randn ;
%
% devTDOA2= (c*(7e-7))/(2*sin(angleRTR2/2)) *randn ;
%
%
devTDOA1= 10 *random_NormalDis(i,3) ;
%
devTDOA2= 10 *random_NormalDis(i,4) ;
%
%
%% 3. Geolocate with noise added
%
%
%Variable fot part 3 (NOTE: Constants out of for loop above)
%
TFmeasure = [0, 0, timeDiff1, timeDiff2];
%
TFdeviation = [0 ,0 ,devTDOA1 ,devTDOA2 ];
%
TargetLoc = Target.ReturnLocT(0);
%
%
[noisyLoc]= GeoBySweep(f0,[0
0],TFmeasure,Rxy,TFdeviation,Nsweep,TargetLoc,0);%zero for TDOA only
%
%
%NOTE TargetV will be filtered Vel measurement from TDOA after
several
%
%loops
%
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%
%
%Record Data <<< BEFORE FILTERING >>>
%
%
Loc_Actual(i,:) = TargetLoc; %x and y actual location
%
Loc_Meas (i,:) = noisyLoc; %x and y measured location from
GeoSweep [ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y, tdoa12_x, tdoa12_y]
%
%
%Measured Velocity vs Actual
%
Vel_Actual (i,:) = [v_x,v_y] ; %x and y actual velocity
% %
Vel_Meas =zeros(N,2); %x and y measured velocity from GeoSweep
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y , tdoa12_x, tdoa12_y]
%
%
%
%% 4. Update Target Location
%
Target= Target.updatel(T); %update sample every T second
%
% end
%
%
% %% 5. Apply Kalman Filering x and y for TDOA meas.
% Vinitialx = ( -Loc_Meas(1,3) + Loc_Meas(4,3) )/(4*T);
% %Applying KF for TDOA data x
% [Xk_buffer]=KF(N2,T,Vel_Actual(1,1),Loc_Actual(2:N,1),Vinitialx,Loc_Meas(2:N,3));%x
actual vel which is constant
%
% Vinitialy = ( -Loc_Meas(1,4) + Loc_Meas(4,4) )/(4*T);
% %Applying KF for TDOA data y
% [Yk_buffer]=KF(N2,T,Vel_Actual(1,2),Loc_Actual(2:N,2),Vinitialy,Loc_Meas(2:N,4));%x
actual vel which is constant
% %Loc_Filtered =zeros(2*N,2); %x and y filtered location from KF
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y , tdoa12_x, tdoa12_y]
% %Vel_Filtered =zeros(2*N,2); %x and y filtered velocity from KF
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y , tdoa12_x, tdoa12_y]
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% to FDOA and TDOA
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
%
% %Resetting target loc and updating by 1 position to account for an
initial
% %TDOA measure for velocity calculation to be made for FDOA
%
% TargetV= [Xk_buffer(2,49:N-1)', Yk_buffer(2,49:N-1)'];
%
% Target=Target.resetl(T_lx,T_ly); %Target location x and y respective
reset to initial
% Target= Target.updatel(50*T); %update sample every T second
for i=1:N
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%% 6. Gather TDOA FDOA information
[timeDiff, angleRTR] = TDOA(Rx1,Rx2,Target);
[freqDiff] = FDOA(Tx1,Rx1,Rx2,Target,f0);
%TDOA dev in meter (time*c) and FDOA dev in Hz
devTDOA= 5 *random_NormalDis(i,1);
devFDOA= 0.5 *random_NormalDis(i,2); % 12mHz from paper (B=25kHz,
SNR=+3dB, Integration T=1s)

%% 7. Geolocate with noise added
%Variable fot part 3 (NOTE: Constants out of for loop above)
TFmeasure = [timeDiff, freqDiff, 0, 0];
TFdeviation = [devTDOA ,devFDOA ,0 ,0 ];
TargetLoc = Target.ReturnLocT(0);
[noisyLoc]=
GeoBySweep(f0,targetVel,TFmeasure,Rxy,TFdeviation,Nsweep,TargetLoc,1);%
1 is for FDOA and TDOA
%NOTE TargetV will be filtered Vel measurement from TDOA after
several
%iterations
%Record Data <<< BEFORE FILTERING >>>
Loc_Meas (i,:) = noisyLoc; %x and y measured location from GeoSweep
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y, tdoa12_x, tdoa12_y]
Loc_Actual(i,:) = TargetLoc; %x and y actual location
Vel_Actual (i,:) = [v_x,v_y] ; %x and y actual velocity
angleRTR_buffer(i,1) = angleRTR;
%% 8. Update Target Location
Target= Target.updatel(T); %update sample every T second
end

%% 9. Apply Kalman Filering x and y for FTDOA meas.
Vinitialx = ( -Loc_Meas(1,1) + Loc_Meas(4,1) )/(4*T);
%Applying KF for FTDOA data x
[Xk_buffer]=KF(N2,T,Vel_Actual(1,1),Loc_Actual(2:N,1),Vinitialx,Loc_Meas(2:N,1));%x
actual vel which is constant
Vinitialy = ( -Loc_Meas(1,2) + Loc_Meas(4,2) )/(4*T);
%Applying KF for FTDOA data y
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[Yk_buffer]=KF(N2,T,Vel_Actual(1,2),Loc_Actual(2:N,2),Vinitialy,Loc_Meas(2:N,2));%x
actual vel which is constant
%Loc_Filtered =zeros(2*N,2);
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y , tdoa12_x,
%Vel_Filtered =zeros(2*N,2);
[ftdoa_x,ftdoa_y , tdoa12_x,

%x and y filtered location from KF
tdoa12_y]
%x and y filtered velocity from KF
tdoa12_y]

figure;
plot(sin(angleRTR_buffer));
title('Sine of Angle between target and 2 Rx');
xlabel('Number of Samples');
ylabel('Magnitude of GDOP');
%% 10. Output Location
%Actual
%Calculated
%RMSE for x and y position
RMSE_Nx=RMSE(Loc_Actual(3:N,1), Xk_buffer(1,2:N-1)' , N-2);
RMSE_Ny=RMSE(Loc_Actual(3:N,2), Yk_buffer(1,2:N-1)' , N-2);
figure;
plot(RMSE_Nx);
title('RMSE of X position');
xlabel('Number of Samples');
ylabel('RMSE (m)');
figure;
plot(RMSE_Ny);
title('RMSE of Y position');
xlabel('Number of Samples');
ylabel('RMSE (m)');

%Plot of Antennas and initial/final target location
xPos=[Rx1.ReturnLocT(1),Rx2.ReturnLocT(1),Rx3.ReturnLocT(1),T_lx,Target
.ReturnLocT(1),Tx1.ReturnLocT(1)];
yPos=[Rx1.ReturnLocT(2),Rx2.ReturnLocT(2),Rx3.ReturnLocT(2),T_ly,Target
.ReturnLocT(2),Tx1.ReturnLocT(2)];
figure;
hold on;
scatter(xPos,yPos,'o');
axis ([min(xPos)-100 max(xPos)+100 min(yPos)-100 max(yPos)+100])
text(xPos(1) , yPos(1)-20, 'Rx1');
text(xPos(2) , yPos(2)-20, 'Rx2');
text(xPos(3) , yPos(3)-20, 'Rx3');
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text(xPos(4)-50 , yPos(4)-20, 'Target Initial');
text(xPos(5)-10 , yPos(5)-20, 'Target Final');
text(xPos(6) , yPos(6)-20, 'Tx');
title('Experiment Setup');
xlabel('X plane in meters');
ylabel('Y plane in meters');
hold off;
%Timer End
TimeSpent = toc;

function
[noisyLoc]=GeoBySweep(f0,TargetV,TFmeasure,Rxy,TFdeviation,Nsweep,Targe
tLoc,TorF)
%Need to add velocity in y direction for FDOA and noise
%Input:
%
f0 - nominal freq
%
TargetV (arrayx2) - target velocity x and y
%
TFmeasure (arrayx4) - Time diff and Freq Diff for TFDOA and
TDOA12
%
Rxy (array3x2) - x,y location for receivers in 3x2
%
TFdeviation (arrayx4) - Standard dev. for TDOA & FDOA meas. and
TDOA12
%
Nsweep - Number of samples to sweep in the x and y direction
%
TargetLoc (arrayx2) - Actual target location x and y
%
TorF - if 0 it is TDOA only, if 1 it is FTDOA and if 2 then
both
%Ouput:
%
noisyLoc(array2x2) - x and y noisy location from TFDOA and
TDOA12 respectively
%Inital Output set to -90909
x_target_tfdoa = -90909;
y_target_tfdoa = -90909;
x_target_tdoa12 = -90909;
y_target_tdoa12 = -90909;
%Time and Freq Diff meas.
timeDiff = TFmeasure(1);
freqDiff = TFmeasure(2);
timeDiff1 = TFmeasure(3);
timeDiff2 = TFmeasure(4);
%Velocity of Target
Target_vx= TargetV(1);
Target_vy= TargetV(2);
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%Receiver locations
Rx_x= Rxy(:,1);
Rx_y= Rxy(:,2);
%Bank setup to be sweeped
N=Nsweep;
lowx= TargetLoc(1)-((N-mod(N,2))/2);
highx= TargetLoc(1)+((N-mod(N,2))/2)-mod(1,mod(N,2));
lowy= TargetLoc(2)-((N-mod(N,2))/2);
highy= TargetLoc(2)+((N-mod(N,2))/2)-mod(1,mod(N,2));
x_bank=linspace(lowx,highx,N);
y_bank=linspace(lowy,highy,N);
%First Sweep
x_sweep=1;
y_sweep=1;

%Initial Minimum value
if (TorF ==1 || TorF ==2)
F_TDOA_MIN = abs (sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2)) sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(2),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(2),2))
-timeDiff*3e8 -TFdeviation(1) );
%F_FDOA_MIN = abs( ((Target_vx*f0)/(3e8))* ( ( (x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1)) /( sqrt (power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2) ) ) ) - (
(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(2)) /( sqrt (power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(2),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(2),2) ) ) )
) -freqDiff +
((f0/3e8)*TFdeviation(2)) );
F_FDOA_MIN = abs( (f0/3e8)* ( ( ( Target_vx*(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1)) + Target_vy*(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1)) ) /( sqrt
(power(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2) ) )
) - ( ( Target_vx*(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(2)) +
Target_vy*(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(2)) ) /( sqrt (power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(2),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(2),2) ) ) )
) -freqDiff +
TFdeviation(2) );
%Concatinated (TDOA+FDOA) Min Value
F_TFDOA_MIN = F_TDOA_MIN + F_FDOA_MIN;
%Emplty Array to Store TDOA result and FDOA result
F_TDOA=zeros(N,N);
F_FDOA=zeros(N,N);
F_TFDOA=zeros(N,N); %Concatinated (TDOA+FDOA)

end
if (TorF ==0 || TorF==2)
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F_TDOA_MIN1 = abs (sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2)) sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(2),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(2),2))
-timeDiff1*3e8 -TFdeviation(3) );
F_TDOA_MIN2 = abs (sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2)) sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(3),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(3),2))
-timeDiff2*3e8 -TFdeviation(4) );
%Concatinated (TDOA+FDOA) Min Value
F_TDOA_MIN12 = F_TDOA_MIN1 + F_TDOA_MIN2;
%Emplty Array to Store TDOA result and FDOA result
F_TDOA1=zeros(N,N);
F_TDOA2=zeros(N,N);
F_TDOA12=zeros(N,N); %Concatinated (TDOA1+TDOA2)
end

%Sweeping through bank to find minimum of function F for TDAO and
FDOA
for x_sweep=1:N
for y_sweep=1:N
if (TorF ==1 || TorF==2)%Check if FTDOA applied or both
F_TDOA(x_sweep,y_sweep)= abs (sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2)) sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(2),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(2),2))
-timeDiff*3e8 -TFdeviation(1) );
F_FDOA(x_sweep,y_sweep) =abs( (f0/3e8)* ( ( (
Target_vx*(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(1)) + Target_vy*(y_bank(y_sweep)Rx_y(1)) ) /( sqrt (power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2) ) ) ) - ( (
Target_vx*(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(2)) + Target_vy*(y_bank(y_sweep)Rx_y(2)) ) /( sqrt (power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(2),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(2),2) ) ) )
) -freqDiff +
TFdeviation(2) );
%F_FDOA(x_sweep,y_sweep) =abs( ((Target_vx*f0)/(3e8))* ( (
(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(1)) /( sqrt (power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2) ) ) ) - (
(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(2)) /( sqrt (power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(2),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(2),2) ) ) )
) -freqDiff +
((f0/3e8)*TFdeviation(2)) );
F_TFDOA(x_sweep,y_sweep) =
F_FDOA(x_sweep,y_sweep);

F_TDOA(x_sweep,y_sweep) +

if F_TFDOA(x_sweep,y_sweep) <

F_TFDOA_MIN

x_target_tfdoa=x_bank(x_sweep);
y_target_tfdoa=y_bank(y_sweep);
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F_TFDOA_MIN =
F_TFDOA(x_sweep,y_sweep);%updating
end
end %End of Check if FTDOA applied or both
if (TorF ==0 || TorF==2)%Check if TDOA12 applied or both
F_TDOA1(x_sweep,y_sweep)= abs (sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2)) sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(2),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(2),2))
-timeDiff1*3e8 -TFdeviation(3) );
F_TDOA2(x_sweep,y_sweep)= abs (sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)Rx_x(1),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(1),2)) sqrt(power(x_bank(x_sweep)-Rx_x(3),2)+power(y_bank(y_sweep)-Rx_y(3),2))
-timeDiff2*3e8 -TFdeviation(4) );
F_TDOA12(x_sweep,y_sweep) =
F_TDOA2(x_sweep,y_sweep);

F_TDOA1(x_sweep,y_sweep) +

if F_TDOA12(x_sweep,y_sweep) <

F_TDOA_MIN12

x_target_tdoa12=x_bank(x_sweep);
y_target_tdoa12=y_bank(y_sweep);
F_TDOA_MIN12 =
F_TDOA12(x_sweep,y_sweep);%updating
end
end%End of Check if TDOA12 applied or both

end%end of y for loop
end%end of x for loop

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%Surface Plots for TDOA and FDOA measurement
figure(1)
surf(x_bank,y_bank,(exp(-F_TDOA))' );
title('TDOA SURFACE PLOT of SCAN (Normalized)');
xlabel('x-axis (meters)');
ylabel('y-axis (meters)');
zlabel('Normalized Magnitude using exp(-f(x,y))');
figure(2)
surf(x_bank,y_bank,(exp(-F_FDOA))' );
title('FDOA SURFACE PLOT of SCAN (Normalized)');
xlabel('x-axis (meters)');
ylabel('y-axis (meters)');
zlabel('Normalized Magnitude using exp(-f(x,y))');

%<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> below comment
%
figure(3)
%
surf( x_bank,y_bank,(exp(- (F_TDOA+F_FDOA) ) )' );
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%
%
%
%

title('TDOA+FDOA SURFACE PLOT of SCAN (Normalized)');
xlabel('x-axis (meters)');
ylabel('y-axis (meters)');
zlabel('Normalized Magnitude using exp(-f(x,y))');

%Noise added TDOA + FDOA
%
pdf_TDOA= ( exp(- power(F_TDOA,2)/(2*power(TFdeviation(1),2)) )
/(power(2*pi,0.5)*TFdeviation(1)) )';
%
pdf_FDOA= ( exp(- power(F_FDOA,2)/(2*power(TFdeviation(2),2)) )
/(power(2*pi,0.5)*TFdeviation(2)) )';
%
%
figure(4)
%
surf( x_bank,y_bank,pdf_TDOA+pdf_FDOA );
%
title('TDOA+FDOA SURFACE PLOT of SCAN (Normalized)');
%
xlabel('x-axis (meters)');
%
ylabel('y-axis (meters)');
%
zlabel('Normalized Magnitude using exp(-f(x,y))');

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%Surface Plots 2 TDOA measurements
figure(5)
surf(x_bank,y_bank,(exp(-F_TDOA1))' );
title('TDOA1 SURFACE PLOT of SCAN (Normalized)');
xlabel('x-axis (meters)');
ylabel('y-axis (meters)');
zlabel('Normalized Magnitude using exp(-f(x,y))');
figure(6)
surf(x_bank,y_bank,(exp(-F_TDOA2))' );
title('TDOA2 SURFACE PLOT of SCAN (Normalized)');
xlabel('x-axis (meters)');
ylabel('y-axis (meters)');
zlabel('Normalized Magnitude using exp(-f(x,y))');

%<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> below comment
%
figure(7)
%
surf( x_bank,y_bank,(exp(- (F_TDOA1+F_TDOA2) ))' );
%
title('TDOA1+TDOA2 SURFACE PLOT of SCAN (Normalized)');
%
xlabel('x-axis (meters)');
%
ylabel('y-axis (meters)');
%
zlabel('Normalized Magnitude using exp(-f(x,y))');
%Noise Added TDOA12
%
pdf_TDOA1= ( exp(- power(F_TDOA1,2)/(2*power(TFdeviation(3),2)) )
/(power(2*pi,0.5)*TFdeviation(3)) )';
%
pdf_TDOA2= ( exp(- power(F_TDOA2,2)/(2*power(TFdeviation(4),2)) )
/(power(2*pi,0.5)*TFdeviation(4)) )';
%
%
figure(8)
%
surf( x_bank,y_bank,pdf_TDOA1+pdf_TDOA2);
%
title('TDOA1+TDOA2 SURFACE PLOT of SCAN (Normalized)');
%
xlabel('x-axis (meters)');
%
ylabel('y-axis (meters)');
%
zlabel('Normalized Magnitude using exp(-f(x,y))');
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noisyLoc=[x_target_tfdoa,y_target_tfdoa ,
x_target_tdoa12,y_target_tdoa12];
end

function [timeDiff, angleRTR]=TDOA(Rx1,Rx2,T)
a=Dist(T,Rx1);
b=Dist(T,Rx2) ;
c=Dist(Rx1,Rx2);
timeDiff = (a - b) / 3e8;
angleRTR = acos ( (power(a,2)+power(b,2)-power(c,2) ) /(2*a*b)
);%angle between target and receivers
end

function [freqDiff]=FDOA(Tx1,Rx1,Rx2,T,f0)
%Measured using fourier series frequency difference
Target_vx = T.vx ;
Target_vy = T.vy ;
freqDiff= (f0/3e8)* ( ( ( Target_vx*(T.dx-Rx1.dx) +
Target_vy*(T.dy-Rx1.dy) ) /( sqrt (power(T.dx-Rx1.dx,2)+power(T.dyRx1.dy,2) ) ) ) - ( ( Target_vx*(T.dx-Rx2.dx) + Target_vy*(T.dyRx2.dy) ) /( sqrt (power(T.dx-Rx2.dx,2)+power(T.dy-Rx2.dy,2) ) ) )
);
end

function [RMSE_N]=RMSE(Actual, Filtered, N)
msg='Check length of Actual, Filtered and N passed through';
if ( N ~= length(Actual) | length(Actual) ~= length(Filtered) )
error(msg);
end
RMSE_N=zeros(1,N);
for i=1:N
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RMSE_N(i)= sqrt( mean( (Actual(1:i) - Filtered(1:i) ).^2

)

);
end

end

classdef mstatic
%Multistatic Radar Component Properties
properties
dx %distance (location) x
dy %distance (location) y
vx %velocity vector x
vy %velocity vector y
end
%
%
%
%
%
%

properties(Constant)
c=3e8; %Speed of light
PRI=120e-6; %Pulse Rep Interval in sec
Pw=50e-6; %Pulse width in sec
fo=500e6; %Operating Freq
end
methods
function obj=mstatic(dx,dy,vx,vy)
obj.dx=dx;
obj.dy=dy;
obj.vx=vx;
obj.vy=vy;
end

function obj=updatel(obj,SamplingTime)%update target(antenna
stationary, assume) location based on vel and sampling time
obj.dx= obj.dx + (obj.vx * SamplingTime); %Multiplied by PRI
obj.dy= obj.dy + (obj.vy * SamplingTime); %Multiplied by PRI
end
function obj=resetl(obj,x,y)%re program location
obj.dx= x; %x
obj.dy= y; %y
end
function [Loc]=ReturnLocT(obj,sel)
xloc=obj.dx;
yloc=obj.dy;
if sel==1
Loc=[xloc];
elseif sel==2
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Loc=[yloc];
else
Loc=[xloc,yloc];
end
end
end

end

function [d]=Dist(P1,P2)
d=sqrt(power(P1.dx-P2.dx,2)+power(P1.dy-P2.dy,2));
end

function [angle_calc]=Ang(T,P)
angle_calc =atan((T.dx-P.dx )/(T.dy-P.dy )) ;
end
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